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INTRODUCTION
The purpose in this thesis is to point out the expressionism in
EUgene O'Neill's plays up to 19.38.

The fa$t....,that he has used expression-

istio techniques has been reoognized by every dramatic critiC, but the
extent to which he has used them and the varying degree in which he has
employed them in specific plays have never
Before

stu~ng

~\n

cOlIlprehensively treated.

his plays for examples ot expressionism, certain

terms must be adequately defined, particularly expressionism, of which
Clayton Meeker Hamilton says:

1I1thin the last year or two 1924
I have read in several. reviews of the
current theatre a word that I do not

understand -- the word "expressionism."
Since all art is a form of expression
I cannot understand how anyone partioular method of art can be any more expreSsionistic than any other method.
I have never used the term "expressionism" in JJf1' writing or my oonversation,
beoause I do not know the meaning of i tj
and I have never found. anybody else who
knows what it means. Yet the word is
frequently employed by various professional writers, who don't know what
they mean by it. Apparently they use
it beoause it sounds impressive. Perhaps, if they are paid by the word,
they even oharge extra for it.
1

I

..

1 Clayton Meeker Hamilton, Conversations ~ Contemporary Drama
(New York, 1924), pp. 151-2.

1

11

This castigation mq be warranted; but I shall try to show that,
by whatever name you wish to call it, there is a certain mode of drama that
may be called expressionism.

Other dramatic terms will be reviewed briefiy.

.

For this review I shall lean heavily upon· recognized
dramatic critics in
...,
'

order to dispense with prelim naries as quickly as possible.

A summary of

expressionism's history in the drama completes the first chapter.
The second chapter reviews express~nism, what it is and what
it is not (Realism, Naturalism, Romanticism, S,nibolism), followed by the
chief technical devices by which this mode of drama is characterized.
In the third chapter I shall point out O'Neill's purposes in drama and
the general. use he makes of expressionistic devices.

In the final chapter

I shall consider the techniques of expressionism as they are applied to
the specific and individual. plays of 0 'Neill.

O'Neill is eclectic and has employed all methods and all
combinations of methods.

To

shOlf

his use of one of these methods (which,"'"

incidentally, he has used to a great extent) is the aim of this thesis.

f

.'

.'
CHAP'lER I

DEFINITIONS
"Do you really attach mu.ch value to categories?

I, for my part,

believe that the dramatic categories are elastic, and that they lIlUSt
acCODlD.oda te themselves to the 11terary facts' L not vice versa,"
Hendrik Ibsen. l

Yes, there is a great value in categories.

said

The student

of literature aust go on defining and cataloguing if he wishes to have
any cODlD.unication of ideas.
There may be a hundred different writers using the words
"realistic,"

"expressionist;ic,·

ings in their minds.

etc., and all mq have different mean-

I am not interested in all these definitions.

I

will giva the definition which is generally accepted and use it as my

yard stick in measuring the various dramatic works under consideration izrI"
this thesis.
First of all basic definitions must be that of "drama."

"A clue

to the essential elements of drama is furnished by the first clause of the
most famous of all definitions of tz:oagedy, Aris toUe 's
imi tation of an action.'

II

2

'Tragedy is an

Evidently we may take this to mean

..

1 Thomas Herbert Dickenson, Playwrights of the New American
Theatre (New York, 19.(0), p. 25.
- 2 Fred Benjamin Killett,

~ Art !!! ~ Drama (New york, 1935),

p. 3.
1

f

representation of action.

2

.'

In other words, drama is not actual life, but

a representation ot life.
So far. this definition would not exclude the art of the novel,
painting or sculpture.

Archibald Benderso! 'sompletes the definition by

stating that it is "any presentation of human life by human interpreters
on a stage in a theater before a representative audience." 3
One of the essentials of drama.
is action.

ap~nt

in Aristotle's def'ini tion

Therefore, the chiet elements may be sUJJllDed up as representa-

tion, impersonation by a human interpreter, and action.
Having defined drama, we BlUSt consider in what forms we see it.
If anyone is going to be bold enough to classify
plays at all today, he might as well say at the very
beginning that terms like Htrageciy," HCODlSciy,· "faroe,and "melodrama" are atter all only labels academically
pasted onto stories which creative writers contrive {or
the stage because they have a story they must tell.

These are the four basic "academic labels"
drama according to its form.

wi th which we classify the

What of the many other forms?

Jtlllett

accounts for them when he says:
There is a difficulty which arises in a study
This is the mul tiplici ty of minor
varieties, like chronicle plays, heroic plays, tragicomedies, burlesques, problem plays, and various combinations of the standard forms.

f

ot dramatio forms.

..

3 !!!! Changing Drama (Hew York, 1914), p. 180.
p. 1.

4 Frank Jurbert O'Hara, Today ~ American Drama (Chicago, 1939)

3

.'

The torms differ in purpose and method. The
minor forms of drama belong to the s"tu.dy of partioular
periods of dramatic history and not to a general. introductory survey of ••• dramatio foms. These minor forms
rise out of a peculiar interest which has dominated oertain audiences and led to the development of a plq which
appeal.s to this interest. Gener!l'l~ the interest has
died out atter a generati..oD or so and the type of plq
has disappeared with it. >
.
Thus the PoloDius-like lists of dramatic forms may be el.ilIIinated for the
present.
The subjeot of a drama may be chosen from life on any level or
on any plane of fantasy or imagination.

This subject may be worked out

through action and charaoters which may be dynamio, statio, or passive.
In presenting character and aotion a drama may, and usually

does, involVe the technical elements of plot, setting, and dialogue.
When studying the drama _ may oonsider it as a type ot
literature.

As a literary type it may be studies Bin its genre:

comedy, melodrama, and farceJ in its aesthetic modes:
realistic, etc. J in its technical elements:

tragedy,

classical, romantid';

plot, charaoter, dial.ogue,

and setting.n 6
f

The drama is here considered from the viewpoint of the
aesthetic mode.

It is, therefore, important to understand lIhat is meant

by the term "mode. n

5 Mlllett,
6
.

Ibid., p.

-'

..

'!he source of the meaning of a play, that is, the

Ope

4.

!!!.,

pp. 12-13.

source C?f its values,

.'

nis the attitude of the poet or dramatist himself;

the meaning is the consequence of the impact of a particular personality
upon a chosen subject." 7

The dramatic expression of the ftimpact of a

subject upon a part.fcular personali tyn

is. tie mode of the dramatist.

The major difference between modern and earlier
forms of trage~ is a difference of tone, arising from.
the dramatic modes -- classical, romantic, realistic,
etc. Of almost equal importance as the dramatic form.
into which the playwright moulds
subject is the
feeling-tone with which he attempts to invest his
treatment of the subject. '!bis tone, to be sure, is
in some ~spects closely related to the form which he
chooses, but it is arso dependent in part upon the
playwright.s personal response to the subject, in
part upon the taste of the time, aM in part upon
the view of life held by the dramatist, whi.ch is
sometimes implicit, som.etl.mes explicit, in his rendi tion of the theme. It is obvious that the same
material for drama, the same plot, may be regarded 8
romantically or cynically, seriously or trivially.

hts

From this explanation it is apparent that the aesthetic mode is
not necessarily connected with the form (tragic, comic, etc.,) and may
thus be considered apart from it.

It is practically impossible to iso-

late the various elements that go into the making of a drama, I realize,
for they are interdependent.

'!here could be no dramatic mode if there

were no form, but for purposes of
separately.

7 Ibid., p. 126.
8 Ibid., p. 177.

stu~

these elements may be analysed

..

f

5

.,!

In this study we will not discuss the playas a form (for this

approach see )I:1.llett's book, cited in these pages)

but as. an example of

one of the aestlletic modes, expressionism, and the technical element to
1Ibich such a mode gives rise.

,;P ....,

The link between a subject the dramatist wishes to present and
the mode in which he wishes to present it is dramatic method, which

-includes every means of expression which

th~'" artist can command to deepen

and widen bis implications; every device he uses

to make bis

aim. more

tu.1ly conscious and. more finely discriminated." 9

The whole body of means and devices to which a wri tar has recourse in order to project his subject concretely on a stage is called
technique.

nth

'1'00 often, however, technique is considered as synon,mous

the term dramatic mode, whereas it is merely the concrete expression

of that mode.
By stu.dying the technique that is used in the development of a ,.,.

drama one may deduce the mode in which the drama was conceived.
Having reviewed the terms form, drama, mode, and technique, I
shall present a brief outline of the principal exponents of the mode which
we shall consider in this thesis.

In the following chapter I shall define

in detail the mode and techniques of the expressionists.

9 Elizabeth Drew, Discovering Drama

.'

(New York, 1937), p. lll.

f

6

.'

As an unconscious striving to reach beyond the limits of Realism,
expressionism's beginnings ma.y be traced back almost eighty years in the
work of some of Europe's most renowned realists.
The two . greatest figures in .:t.b.e modern theater
give the same demonstration of the 1.imitations of
Realism and turn in the same fashion away trom actua11 ty and towards an intense spin tual vi taU ty. Both
Ibsen and Strindberg come out of Romanticism into
Realism and pass on into a SplboliQ that is far on
the way toward expressionism. 10 ..
One of the aims of the expressionists is to present oharacter

subjectively.

We are asked to regard the persons on the stage, not only

with our own eyes, but through their own emotional nature.

Yet there is

nothing revolutionary in this point of view.
It may be that Hedda Gabler as 11ved by Hedda
will differ considerably from Hedda Gabler as observed by Ibsen; but we mow that a dramatist.s
greatest efforts are always reinforced by subjective
feeling. 11
It is impossible for a writer to keep his subjective feelings
out of what he writes altogether.

What distinguishes the expressionist

trom others is the degree to which his feelings affect the objective
f

presentation technically on the stage.
Expressionism has been used loosely to comprise all the rebels

..

from realism which are characterized by fta crystallization of the subconscious, thetelllng of a story by the representation of actuating

10

.
Kenneth Macgowan,

Continental Drama (New York, 1922), p. 27.

11 Ashley Dukes, '!he youngest ~

(Chicago, 1924), p. 133.

7

.'

motives on varying planes of consciousness rather than by the mere
narration of the outcome of those motives." 12

Kenneth Macgowan describes the hazy emergence of expressionism:
Expressionism entered the tl;!.8'!-,tre before it knew
itself as expressionism. The term is a convenient blanket designed to cover all those methods in modern painting lIhich substitute formal. expression of the artist's
emotion for a representation of the object that may
have aroused it. It includes cubi~, vorticin, and
those portions of futurism and pos~impressionism which
do not aim too directly at representation. In the
older forms of painting the object of the artist was
usually either representation or else the expression of
an emotion caused by the object represented. In expressionism the subjective attitude of the artist
entered a little more consciously and fully into the
work. 13
Blere has always been an intimate nexus between painting and
drama.

What expressionism summed up in art, it likewise summed up in the

drama.

Nevertheless, while expressiOnism appears to cover a multi tude

of dramatic modes which are represented by a trend toward the emotional-

,..,.

crisis play as against the thought play, toward intensi ty of feeling as
against likeness to outward life and t.1:"u.thf'u.lness of detail, toward
looseness of technique as against formula, it is also strictly defined
f

as a distinct mode

14 characterized

by an effort to record what seems

12 M. O1iver Sayler, ~ American Theatre (New York, 1923):'
p. 208.
13 Kenneth Macgowan,

The Theatre of Tomorrow

(New York, 1921),

p. 112.
14 Sheldon Cheyney,

.!.!!! .Art

Theater (New York, 1925), p. 175.

~"'..:..------------------------~

8
to be the 'Words, acts, and thoughts of the subconscious soul, presented
bY'means of concrete s,mbols, aided by scenery or lighting~ 15
!hus we see that expressionism was not merely a new technique,
but a new mode of looking at life and presenting reality, which resulted
'.

in new techniques.

47

It was not merely an effort to arouse an emotion in

the audience "which should find expression in the word, 'How strange l ' "
but which "after all, may be the more diffic~t task, to elicit the
exclamation, 'How truel ' " 16
This mode called expressionism gained its firs't adherents among
the German Sturm-und-Drang movement.
Germany is

~rectly

The expressionistic movement of

associated with the work of Wedeking.

associations with the grotesque movement of Italy.

It also has its

The German expression-

ists began by seeking to do away entirely with the. old "enclosed art forms
wi th their eu t-and~ied symbols." 17

But it was Strindberg who set down the credo of the expression-"'"
ists:
Anything may happen; everything is possible and
probable. Time and Space do not exist; on an insignificant groundwork of reali ty imagination spins and

15 Barrett H. Clark, study

2! ~

Modern Drama

16 Felix E. Schelling, Appr:aisements
1922), p.

l44.

!

(New York, •.1928),

Asperities

(Philadelphia,

17 Thomas Hubert Dickenson, An OUtline of Contemporary Drama
(Boston, 1927), p. 68.
- -

f

~-------------------------------------------------------.
9

.,1
weaves new patterns: a Jli.xture of memories, experiences, unfettered fancies, absurdities and improvisations. The characters are split, doubled and multiplied: they evaporate and are condensed, are diffused
and concentrated. But a single consciousness holds
sway over them all. 1 8
Not only did he set down their principles ,tut he Ulustrated them in ~
Dream Play, The
....---

Great Highway, and The Spook Sonata.

Strindberg failed to

-

become a complete master of expressionism be1?re his mental. crisis sent
him to the sanatorium.

these symbolic works.

Nevertheless, one cannot mi.nimi ze the value

ot

They

pronde a surrealistic experience that reveals the
soul and opens windows in it 111 thout quite colDlll1micatd.ng with the mind. '!hey make Strindberg the forerunner of the expressionistic stage, which widened
dramatic horizons without exactly littering the stage
with masterpieces. 19
Vost of the expressionists who followed Strindberg's lead failed

to unify their plays.

They prevented emotion by being abstract, fantastic,

and puzzling, and they prevented any strongly unifying effect from their'"
abstract themes by their incoherence and obscurity.
Kenneth Macgowan, while granting these followers technica.ll.1' a
greater vigor than Strindberg, objects to their morbid subject matter
(which, though not essential, is, unfortunately, characteristic of many

..

expressionists) when he states:

18

'

,Ua.n Reynolds Thompson, Anatom;r of the Drama (Berkeley, Cali-

fornia, 1942), p. 1 8 5 . ,

19 John Gassner, Masters of

-

.:!'!! Drama.

-

.

(New York, 1940), p. 394.

f

10
.",

1b.e bizarre morbidity, the naus.eating sexuality,
the lack of any trace of joy or beauty, which char-

acterized the work ot most of those who labeled themselves expressionists in Germany, match Strindberg
a t his unhappiest, while the vigor with which they
drive their ideas torth in speech far outdoes him. 20
,
The expressionists' pessimism reached beyond GermaD.7 in the work

.
,

of the Brothers Capek.

Stirred by the German movement in 1921, Karel

Capek wrote a memorable play in R.U.R.
We Live In,
--

..

~:

jnsect Comedz, or the World

written in collaboration with his brother Josef, must be listed

among the most success:f'ul. ot Central. European expressionistic dramas.
unfortunately, pessimism was the dominant note ot those expressionists
whQ revealed any maturity as artists.
Back in Ge1"lll8.DY, expressionism continued to be represented by
the playwrights Kaiser and Toller, and the plays
Machine Wreckers.

~e )lass Man
--

and The

-

In Italy, Pirandello was enlisted in the cause of the

expressionists (though he may be classitied as an expressionist only in
the loosest

,.,.

ot meanings). 21

Expressionism, wi th its technique ot disaocia ted scenes and its
exploration ot the unconscious, made a tew invasions into the French
theatre.

f

Unfortunately, the ettorts of its chief exponent, Lenorman, to
"outlined the dynamics ot human

externalize the unconscious merely

.'
20

Continental Stagecraft

21 Gassner,

OPe

cit., p.

(New York, 1922), p. 31.

490.

,..' .

------------------------------------------------~

11

.'

chSl"acter instead of filling the stage with li'ri.ng personalities." 22
The first Broadway production applying the principles of expressionism to

!.!!

staging was the production of Macbeth by,Arthur Hopkins

in the spring of 1921" with settings

..

by Robert
..,. Edmond

Jones. 23

Probably

the most completely expressionistic drama to be staged to date by an
,A,merican is Elmer Rice's astonishing play
The expressionistic productions"

~

Adding Machine.

s~\m.Cally far superior to the

Broadway level at that time, were given by the Provincetown Players to
O'Neill's The Emperor Jones and ~ Hairy .A.pe.24
Having described in summary form the common terms which shall
frequently be employed during the course of this work, the particular
phase of dramaturgy to be studied in this thesis (from the wide field
of dramatic studies that may be developed)" and the origins of this mode
of drama in dramatic history, I shall, in the next chapter, descri'be in
detail the characteristics of expressionism" the manner in which it
differs from other modes of drama" and the techniques which are emploY9<l
by itS exponents.
f

22
23

p.

140.

Ibid., p.

.'

419.

-

Macgowan, The Theatre of Tomorrow" p. li8.

--

24 Eleanornexner" American Playwrights

(New York" 1938)"

~-------------------------------------------------------.

.'
CHA.PmR II

EXPRESSIONISJ[ AND ITS TECHNIQUES

Expressionism is a mode of drama resulting from an attitude ot

mind of the dramatist.
innovations.

lhis attitude in turn gives rise to ma.ny technical

Expressionism is not merely a

theatrical machinery.

~

for a certain type of

This mode of drama and its mechanical devices in

presentation come to be considered, erroneously, as synonymous. 1
The dramatist is trying to penetrate the surface of reality, to
penetrate man's soul.
from external life.

It is not an attempt to escape from reality, but
Pirandello, one of Italy's groeatest experimentalists,

expressed the attitude ot all expressionists when he said that
art has tremendously circumscribed its own powers in
comparison with life by insisting upon an "idiotic
verisimilitude" which is in no true sense a refiection
of lite. It closed the door to the absurdities ot
life, to its crazy irrelevancies. once truly represented in a work ot art these irrelevancies ceas~ to
be absurd; they become the very stuff of truth.
The irrelevancies of the dream and. psychic world

are

often more real than

the elaborately contrived plots of a "Real" world ot a Maxim Gorki.

.'

The dramatist who employs expressionism distrusts objective

appearances objectively displayed and seeks to "treat subjective reality
1

2

Ashley Dukes, Ope cit., p. 31.
Dickenson,

~

OUtline

2.! Contemporary Drama,
12

p. 271.

I

~---------------------------------------------------------,
13

.'\

as if it were objective, giving it speech and action, but always under the
convention that what is spoken and done is to represent the inner and not
the outer life. It 3
It is an attempt to present the '.••tion of the artist in terms
of either nature or abstract form instead of sholling the effect of nature
upon the artist.

"It must use nature or man as the medium of expression,

but it subdues the appearance of the natural \orld to the inner reality
of the emotion which it wishes to make clear to us. 1t

4

Expressionism called for the presentation of inner states rather

than outer reality, as well as for the distortion of the latter by the
inner eye.

This type of drama was at first so subjective and its

themes so morbid that it was looked upon as something ot an aesthetic
hoax.
Even the more objective approach called tor st.ylization ot one kind or another and frequently strove to
represent the anarchic state ot the world by a corresponding anarchy of rapidly shifting, elusive scenes, by
an alternation of fantasy and reality, and by characters
who are fantastic e1 ther in themselves or in their
visions or moods. 5
f

I think the best summation ot its purposes is given by
Sheldon Cheney:
e'

3

Dickenson, Playwrights

~ ~

Hew American 'l'heatre,

4 Macgowan, .!?!! Theatre

2! fomorrow,

5 Gassner,

485.

OPe

cit., p.

p.

254.

p.m.

~ ----------------------------------------------------------~

Expressionism in the larger art sense, means
expression of the artist's emotion rather than depiction of the object exciting it; means emphasis
on "form" rather than on observed factI escape from
the limitation of what can be seen with the eye;
means intensification I not portrayal of Ufe; means
presentative as against 'representative production l
with consequent shift of emphaa1s {in the theatre)
to creative use of the characteristic means of the
stage artl to movement l color l lighting, acting, as
well as words and their "meaning"; means usually the
violation of actuali~YI the piling'lP of emotionally
effective incident.
'

.'

While refiecting a bigh purpose in its basic theory, "the
technical changes have been caniusing." 7

.Such plays depend for their

major effectiveness upon the frank use of artifices." 8

So_ of these

artifices may be jus tified for their expressiveness even if they do not
give the illusion of reality (factual concreteness); but some of the
,

dramatists carried the expressionistic convention to an unintelligible
extreme.
They abandoned all pretense of literal. representation in favor '....
of a symbolism sometimes borrowed from the dream world,

"sometimes l i t

would appear, merely at random from the whole mi.xed tradition .of allegorical representation including the political cartoon and comic strip." 9

6

~

'lheatre, p. 512.

..

•

7 Kenneth Macgowan l Continental. stagecraft, p. 21.
8 Alan Reynolds 'lhompson l

OPe

cit. 1 p. 112.

9 Joseph Wood Kl"utch l American Drama since 1918
1939), p. 239.
-

(New York,

f

15

...
SUch a drama is not a closely knit rabric.
of this type there is not even a consistent
playWright is but functional.

s~o1ism.

In a number or plays

"1he part or the

He employs the playas an expression or a

thousand tangled motives on many planes of •.. realityand
dream.
"7

Certainly

it is not his business to warp his material into a consistent pattern. tt 10
The play can be or an.y length, rrom a fragment to a trilogy.
It may be built up in action or simply in an'tggregation or scenes.

It

may deal with many aspects, phases, planes or the same action.
strindberg justifies some or these by calling
them dream plays. But it would be ralse to his conception or the world to suppose that he interprets the
term "dream" narrowly. These dreams are not the dreams
or sleep. !ney are the waking dreams of life released
rrom the bonds or simplifying thought and revealed in
all their tangled richness and ridiculous profusion. 11
Summed up, the expressionist attempts to express his emotion
through pictorial means independent or the physical reality or the object
pictures, or its spiritual impression.
Having explained what expressionism is, I shall try to make clear
what expressionism is not.

In this rather negative explanation, I am

particularlY. interested in showing its distinction rrom the two principal
modes or drama, realism and romanticism.
The expressionist movement arose as a kind or protest against
e'

the mutual exclusiveness or romanticism and realism.

It was an attempt

10 Dickenson, ~ OUtline ~ Contemporary Drama, p. 191.
11

Loc. cit.

f

~------------------------------------------~
16

.,1
to discover a technique and a method which would express what the dramatist conceived the inner reality of his drama to be better than any ot
tlle older dramatic modes were capable of doing.

It was a protest, on the

...

one hand, against the sentimental unrealitteti,. of romanticism, and, on the
other, against the tendency of realism (or naturalism) to content itself
with a scrupulous representation of the surtaces

ot life, the speech-

habits, manners, emotions, and ideas of one ot. another class in society.
To the expressionist, romanticism seemed to substitute falsifications for fai th:tul interpretation of human experience; realism seemed

to miss the inner psychological realities through its preoccupation with
the accurate reproduction of surfaces.
More narrowly, expressibnism reveals the influences on the drama of the contemporary preoccupation
with the rich and cOl'llplex, conscious and subconscious
experience of modern personali ties, and at the same
time betrays the impatience of dramatist and producer
nth the limitations ot late nineteenth-century
naturalistic staging, and an eagerness to exploit to
the tull the tremendous resources of modern theatrical
mechanics and lighting, and to project through vigorously imaginative means the philosophical or psychical
concepts of an experimental drama. 12

,..,.

"Realism," as it is used in connnon drama tic parlance, "may be
termed the drama of immediate actuality." 13

True realism would include

such a drama as the expressionists would produce. Archibald Henderson

.'

12 JIillett, '!he!!! of

~ Drama, pp. 165-6.

13 ~ Changing Drama, p.

84.

f
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realism has likewise def:ined expressionism, showing the ldn-

.waiP between true realism
I

and this experimental drama.

"Realism is seeing

p pcb a JIIBlU'ler that the thing seen is perceived b7 the audience just as
. . dramatist saw it." 14

Add a clause

~d;l..cating the abstraction of

the thing seen and the definition fits the expressionistic drama.

A

difference does exist between the realistic drama, meaning naturalism,
. . the expressionistic; but not between it aid true realism.

The expressionist is not satisfied wi th
the repetition of surface naturalism, the clever
imitation of the obvious, the pre-possessions of
the propagandist, all characteristic of realism
• • • •• In th,eir stead, we shall demand spiri tual
realiSDl. 15

The realists have a weala1ess for asking questions about life.

Itae expressionists have a preference for answering them.
18 flmdamental.

It is the difference between thestud7 of a phenomenon

ad the presentation of an idea.
~

n:te difference

The realists are interested in ideas

insofar as they produce phenomena, and the expressionists are in-

terested in phenomena only insofar as the7 interpret thought.

Hence "an
f

expreSsionist play- appears distorted, overwrought, neurotic, or even
1Dsane to the mind of the realist ••• just as the ear17 paintings of the
illpressionists appeared grotesque and meaningless to the untrained eye of

.-

the spectator." 16

14 Ibid., p. 87.
15 8a71er,
16

Dukes,

OPe
OPe

cit., p. 204.
cit., pp. 120-1.

18

.'

Inner trllth is so much more important than actuality that the
expressionist drama will not bother itself to achieve both, and if one
must infringe on the other -

which must happen in al.JIlost every case -

then it chooses quickly and fearlessly the J.1lper truth. 17

Kemeth )(acgowan's remark that "Realism has mom.ents of clariVJ
expressionism is murky," 18 might be countered by Edsmith.s comment on
the value of realism' 15 clarity:

.. 'lbe world ii here; it would be absurd

to repeat it ... 19
"The difference between realism and naturalism is one of degree,
and not of kind.

The naturalist is the variety of realist who accepts

wi thout qualification, all the implications of the scientific view of life,"

says Fred Millett. 20 Consequently, as realism differs from expressionism, naturalism differs from expressionism -

the difference is :merely

one of degree.
Naturalism began by representing outer reality photographicallyf
expressionism sought to represent inner reality.

The earlier naturalist

wanted to sholl'
a man of flesh and bones on the stage, taken from
reality, scientifically analyzed, and without one
lie. The expressionist tried to show man's thoughts
on the stage, in accordance with the modern psychology
that emphasi.zes the instinctive urges which motivate
them, and their fiowing incoherence. 21

17 Macgowan, Cont.:i.nental Stagecraft, p. 6.

--=.....,

18 !bOd

4
p •.•

19 Macgowan, The 1,heatre of Tomorrow, p.
20 Op.
21 '1h

pp. 146-7 e

255.

f
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Romanticism in the main tends to be idealistic and opti.Dli.st.ic
and liberal.
able.

It sees lif'e in general as glamorous, exciti.ng, and admir-

It has been said by numerous writers that in romanticism the element

of' emotion takes precedence over the element.of' reason and the passion
•
"7
f'or fidelity to f'act.

"The romanticist prizes above all else the existence

and the creation of' a particular kind of' beauty, a beauty which, as Pater
said, is mingled with strangeness." 22
The expressioDists, on the contrary, are never trying to escape
f'rom this world or from reali V, but merely f'rom surface reality to the
inner reality, even if that inner reality is unpleasant to behold.
In s,mbolic dramas we are conscious of a deeper meaning half

hidden behind the external manifestation of' the life on the stage.
can speculate on the hidden meaning if' we will.

We

The dr ....s of'

Maeterlinck are "played in a Beyond, Wlich lies behind doors, windows,
curtains, walls and which we must penetrate if we are to grasp or even
vaguely feel the significance of the pl~." 23

But the Theatre of

expressionism has nothing whatever to do 1'd. th things as the physical eye
sees them.

It does not seek the illusion of' reality at all.

It is not

interested in the picture-puzzle technique of' symbolism ("See what the
meanings of lIlY symbols are, and seek the meaning beyond thea").

It
e'

22 Millett, Ope cit., p. 139.
23 Donald Clive Stuart, Development of Dramatic Art, (New York,
1937), p.

649.

-----

f
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demands no speculation as to whether a crooked stick is intended to be a
tree or a gallows or a cross.

It is interested onlY' in presenting sen-

sibly and concretely the abstract reality that is present to the mi.nd of
the playwright.

24

.....,

While expressionistic drama has fUrnished some powerful technical
effects, the expressionistic dramatists have not tound material quite to
justify so.me of the grotesque ettects they mant.ge to concoct.

UsuallY' the

ideas which these dramatists attempt to convey have already been treated
ettectively in the older, recognized modes.

FUrthermore, the minimization

of the elements at characterization and plot narrows the appeal ot the
expressionistic. drama.
The expressionist has helped

to break down the rather artificial

boundaries between the modes and has encouraged experimentation.

Expres-

sionism has freed the dramatist frOl1l the rather hampering limitations at
pure romanticism or pure realism.

25

Here we are not particularly interested in debating the relati va
meri ts ot the various modes at drama, but in establishing clearly the
principles and uniqueness at a mode of drama which, because it is seldQlll
presented in an unmixed form, is not clearlY' recognized or understood.

..

Having SUlJIIIIarized the theory at expressionism and its variance
trom other dramatic attitudes, we must take a look at the techniques which

24 Sayler, op. cit., p. 2l0.
25 Millett,. Ope cit., p. 167.

f
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characterize this atti.. tude.

once these teehn1ques haTe been described,

we may study dramas of 0 'Neill and see in his works the various techniques
which have come to be associated with the expressionistic drama.
Expressionism presents its ideas.in
color and light, detached
•
"7
evocative words, gestures, masks, less of character drawing and more of the
embodiment of abstract passions, characters depicted as larger than life.
]):l

scenic setting the stage is not like a picture puzzle with the essential

elements withheld until the meaning of the play is disclosed as a whole.
Such a play in such a theatre might consist of a few hundred scattered
words and page on page of stage directions.
In all this the theatre will leave a good deal to the imagination of the spectator.

The expressionist is interested, not in carrying

over an emotional reaction from the stage to the audience, but in ffcompelling the audience subjectively to create its own emotional reactions

under the stimulus of significant suggestion. n 26

,.,.

The term expressionism loosely covers a great variety of
technical experiments and varies among such styles as allegory, satire,
fantasy, tragedy, and farce, so that no simple formula will adequately
fit it.

But one fact seems of paramount importance, and that is its

effort to represent concretely on the stage what happens inside a
character's mind.

26 '

To do this the expressionists revived traditional

S~ler, OPe

cit., p.

~

1~9.

.'

f
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devices and developed

DeW

ones.

They revived asides and soliloquies, for

example, but with the difference that theirs are usually incoherent like
actual thought.

The soliloquy was nothing new but it was used in startling

fashion to indicate mental states.

",lgain

~

expressionists reverted to

the technique of the morali ties by personif'ying abstractions in order to
express their own revolutionary attitudes.- 27
What specific techniques did the eitressiomsts employ in
method, subject matter, plot structure, characterization, and settJ.ng?
The method of expressionism is based upon appeals of sensation
rather than formalized reason.

"EXPressionism, sometimes held to be a

pursuit of the extravagant, is, in fact, the result of the application of
sincerity to the treatment of emotional materials.1t 28
. )(aterials which were formerly treated from the outside are now
treated from the inside.

That which was objectivebecoJles subjective.

It is the business of drama to get under the surface, where we find layer"'"
after layer of reality.
The artists began seeking out the expedients of the past art
of the theatre:

the choruses, masks, puppets, dances, and harlequinades

of yesterday. 29
e'

27 Thompson,
28
29

OPe

cit., p.

343.

Dickenson, Playwrights of the
Loc. cit.

!!!! American

Drama, p. 104.
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Thomas Dickenson summarizes the subject matter ot the expressionist under three headings:
1. Atavistic race strains; the hidden tactors

.. ..... ot

ot heredity.

.

2. The duality or mul tiplici ty
lite as between illusion and reality, or various planes ot
illusion and reality.

3. The disposi tion to s'llIlllD&riie the world ot
appearance into expressive categories, representing
the application ot mants systems to natural phenomena. ~
What ot the plot structure ot an

expressionistic drama?

It is

usually a plotless narrative; events are related to each other onlT through
the tact ot their occurrence in consecutive time.
less narrative would go something Uke this:

this happened, and then

, something else happened, etc., etc.Jbut never:
happened, etc.

The formula tor a plot-

this happened!!2 this

The interest aroused by the narrative without plot is an

interest in separate events building up or piling up emotion upon emotion. 31
~

()llCe interest is aroused in these events the interest tends to
become cUllllllative; the dramatist can count on a more or less steady' rise
of interest as the play moves to its crises, climax, and solution.

In

other 'Words, interest takes on the added intensity ot suspense.
The expressionist in opening this drama of events plunges the
audience in medias res.

There has developed a great sensi ti vi ty in bdth

30 Ibid., p. 106.

31 Millett, op. cit., p. 179.

f
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Dlodern audiences and playwrights to artificial exposition in drama, and
in consequence the eJIlphasis is on the least ostentatious and unelaborate
means of conveying the necessary information to the audience.

The ex-

interpretation on the
47
Pressionist is inclined to throw the burden,• of
audience, to plunge it into the midst of a situation, and to allow the
audience to make what can be made of it.
After .th~ exposition, the complicattons that arise in the expressionists' dramas are very different from those in a play of external
plot and action.

They are events and ideas and emotions in the pre-history

of these characters, not apparent at the opening of the play. 32
Though the sto:rY" JJl&y follow a general plot pattern, the motives
that actuate the characters are often unexplained (as in reality) and
their actions are in consequence startling, unexpected, and, at times,
rather violent. 33
One technique, common to all dramatists, but often invoked by
the expressionist, is the use of the denouement as the dramatic recall.
Dramatic recall points back to the objects, circumstances, or motifs.
f

which have been prepared for by the process of foreshadowing.
Thus, while in general the plot is much less restricted in form
and development, the expressionist can find certain parallels with other

.'

32 Ibid., p. 191-

33 Thompson,

Ope

cit., p. 343.
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modes of dramatic

p1~t-bui1ding.

Another characteristic is the use of short scenes.

SOJIle expres-

sionistic devices used by Americans, as I pointed out in the first chapter,
were borrowed directly fran the Gennan

e:x;p~s!ionists.

The American ex-

pressionists adapted the technique of short scenes and sharp, detached
episodes to make more flexible the older three-act fonn into which plays
were well set at the turn of the century.

.

As a result of this change, the

scenic designer assumes a role of new importance, his work having to be
considered almost always in the final estimate.

34

In the average play the characters reveal themselves to you, as
people do in life, by ldlat they do and say, and occasionally you can be
sure what is really taking place within them.

)(odern psychology teaches

us that much of the time we cannot know what actually is going on within
ourselves.

Expressionism projects on the stage and places its chief

emphasis on the inner workings of the characters.

The objective acts of

the characters, the story such acts make, are of less interest.

"It

demands of its practitioners both insight and technical inventiveness of
a high order, i f it is to result in anything more than freakishness, and
it puts new strains upon both producer and scenic artist."

35

.'
p.

34 Walter

Prichard Eaton, Drama in England (New York, 1925),

35

p. 323.

323.
~.,

f
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Characters are often represented as types in order to emphasize
their typicalness, but in being so represented lose so much individuality
as to lose their real meaning.
tenns.

In Rice t s The Adding l4achine,

but numbers.
~

Characters are somet:iJnes almost abstract
chara~t.t;rs

do not have even names,

"Again, the unreality of characters is suggested, as in

Hairy!!?!, by their wearing masks and jittering in doll-like or

puppet-like movements." 36

.'"

One advantage of such characters is that the author who employs
them simplifies a great deal of the work of motivation.
The audience is in a state of faith in which it
is willing to assume that in a character of a certain
type certain motives will predominate. The availability of a nexus of motives in well-established
type-characters is certainly one of the reasons for
the appeal of type-characters to a dramatist. 37
In discussing character portrayal s>me of the chief technical
marks of expressionism must be discussed.

The language, dialogue, and

monologue (soliloquy) take on a new function, becoming the audibly
sensible expression of the subconscious; masks serve to visualize the
interior, hidden, or real character; such a technique also places a new
responsibility upon the actor.
The expressionist dramas are as free in speech as they are in
idea.

It is a freedom that often makes a harmonious wedding of end and

means.

36 "~llett,
m~

Ope Cit ., p. 167 •

37 ~., p. 217.

f
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Sometimes, as in playS of Dar Sturm group, the
'language is so completely free from the bonds of
actuality that it approaches the onomatopoetic verse
of )(allarme.

In Eugene O'Neill's distinguished piece of expressionism, '!he Hairy Ape, the s~,ch which is
realistic and"'""Clia.racteri'itic in idiom is developed
in idea, intensity, and length of utterance clean
past the possibilities of the people of the play. 38
It is the paradox of the theater that an art tiat depends upon speech
should in its higher reaches rapidly be tending beyond the confines of
speech. 39
.Are such characters to address us directly or indirectly? Are
the words they speak to be intelligible to the other persons on the stage
or only to the mind of the listener? We know that thoughts (which the
expressionist is trying to interpret) are not always intelligible in everyday life.
Thoughts have no necessary comm.on currency. In
two peoples' minds there ~ be a parallelism of
thoughts that will never meet or will never be mutually understood. They underlie the conventions or speech
and the illusions of action; they are the hidden springs
of personal being. If they be once revealed, the ordinary
dramatio dialogue of mIltual understanding, question and
answer, retort and rejoinder DlUSt go by the board; and
in its place we have a dramatic dialogue where the
characters speak, as it were, past each other and addr,~s
themselves only to the comprehension of the audience. 40

f

.'
38 Macgowan, Continental Stagecraft, p. 29.
39 Dickenson, Playwrights ~ the New ,American Drama, p. 99.

40

Dukes, Ope cit., p. 134.
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The dialogue tends either toward a telegraphic style of exelamations and cries, or toward extended soliloquies like those in Strange
Interlude.

This type of dialogue reveals much in the nature and motives

-of the major figures of the drama.

The telegraphic tone and style, apparently intended

to give the impression that everything except the absolute
essen tials of human speech has been pared away. The sentence disappearlS _and phrases or iter: ted words serve for
communication. 4L
'
Expressionism encourages the freest possible handling of speech.
In the same play we are likely to find sudden and sometimes inexplicable
shifts from -verse to prose, from objective realism to highly subjective
monologue, from conventional realistic dialogue to ,monosyllabie utterances.
The monologue also has been revived by the expressionists who
are greatly assisted thereby in projecting subconscious or semi.-oonscious
material.

The expressionistic monologue is more broken up, incoherent,

and illogical than the traditional type.

The source in life of this

convenient device is obvious since
what has come to be called in recent times the
"interior monologue" or stream of consciousness in
which observation, perception, sensation, feeling,
emotions, and ideas are all involved, is an omnipresent phenomenon in tne exp~rience of ~ normally
self-observant person. 42
Another elaborate and much discussed technical device which-is
closely allied to the "interior monologue- is that of masks which "allows

41

!tLllett,

42

Ibid., p. 211.

OPe

cit., p. 167.
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the chief personages to wear masks representing their public selves and to
remove them when they soliloquize their secret thought. It

43

The use of masks or stylized make-up does not mean
a surrender of the deepest expressiveness. It may be a
more direct and economical means.g,f'....expressing the truths
that lie beyond representation. 4lf
Such devices as the monologue affect the actor, banishing representational acting and putting in its place a iresentational ensemble,
fusing i twi th all the elements that go into the making of a plq.

']he

ex-

pressioni.st wants to Itdraw the actor and the spectator out ot the picture
frame and seat.

1hey think that a new sort of theater might have something

to do with it." 45
Thus by a fusing of new speech, mask, and acting technique, the
expressionist seeks to give a new insight into human character.
The last technical innovation to be considered here deals wi th
the expressionists' employment ot setting.

Shakespeare can be acted on a
".,.

bare plattorm; Shaw can be acted in conventional realistic sets; but to
act expressionistic dramas
cooper~te

success~

the modern scene designer must

with the electrician, and all elements must be caretully coordina-

ted by a guiding director.

In this type of play writing there is a definite

challenge to the theatre artists.

He has man.y pitfalls as well as oppor-

tunities.

e'

43 Joseph Wood ICrutch, American Drama since 1918, p. 90.
44 Dickenson, Playwrights ~ the New American Drama, p. 317.

45

llacgowan, Continental Stagecraft, p. 158.
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~re

is a danger in expressioniSlll: the subjective
projection of a character1s inner being too often means
the projection of chaos ..... and in the constant use of
this method, with its quickly shifting scenes, the author
may easily lose traclt60f his spire of meaning and end
in dramatizing fog. 4

..
..
Such techniques, if carried too far, tend to distract audiences.
;

If this happens, the effect achieved is a mere trick and defeats the
avowed purpose of the expressionist.
There is a tendency in most cases to minimize setting until it
indicates only the absolute essentials of form and feature.

A room may be

indicated by a chair or two, or a jungle, by an unreaJ.1stic tree.

The

strain that the rapid succession of scenes imposes upon the mechatl1Sl1l of
the stage explains part of this simpli.f'1cation, but, at least from the
playwright.s point of 'View, such simplification would seem to be an attempt
by omission to stress the essential, or to give the

pl~

the atmosphere of

abstraction.

!he desire of the expressionistic pl~ight to
objectify as tellinglyas possible complex psychological
states, particularly of an abnormal sort, has driven him
to utilize stage-de'Vices akin in their super-rationality
to the device. of romantic staging, but dependent on the
elaborate mecpanical resources of the modern theater for
realization. 47

f

Setting does not remain unchanged through orderly constructed
acts, but shifts frequently as in dreams.

46 Eaton,

' cit., p. 325•

OPe

47 Millett,

OPe

cit., p. 167.

This is sometimes called

lI~inema

technique."

.'

31

Distortions and deformations of visual and auditory images

are resorted to in order to show reality as seen through the mind affected
by emotl.on or bias (and every mLnd is thus affected to a greater or lesser
degree).

Scenery acts -

actually moves,

c~s,

and takes part in the

action of the play.
Carried to its logical conclusion this means the
elimination of the actor as the priIIjrY factor in the
theatre. This is the accusatipR made against the newer
designers in all their work. 4
We have an audience which is to feel an emotion
that is present not in the objects per se, but in the
creative mind of the dramatist and, through him, in
the mind of the actor and the artist. It is the business ~ of the stage designer to express tbis emotion by
ShaPing4these objects upon the stage into significant
forms. 9
At first this process was not crystalized as expressionism, but
was

kn01lll

under a number of names such as cubism, futurism, or post-

impressionism.

,.,.

Its first attempt at application was in the Kamerny Theatre

in Moscow on Christmas Day,
Gordon craig and
theatrical expressionism.

1914. 50

sam

Hume were two foremost designers in

!hey tended toward a use of abstract shapes and

non-representative objects and design to express mood and atmosphere.

They

introduced new conventional. forms and structures upon the stage in place

.'
48 Macgowan, The 1heatre

p.m.

49

Ibid.,

50

Loc. cit.

2!.

Tomorrow, p. 121.

f
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of the conventional forms of backdrop and wings or the solid illusionist
setting.

They began painting and building forms which have been called

cubist and futurist, but lIhich are merely the best of expressionistic
settings.
Robert Edmu.nd Jones made new invasions in expressionistic design
wi th his use of light, which he treated as a part of his design and not

proceeding from a natural source.

a8

He simply oiL ts the source altogether.

This is a return to a fundamental attitude forgotten by the
theatre in its ;years of realism. and its seeldng after illusion.

It means

the .. treating of the actor and the things about him as actual materials
to call up emotions, not as things suggesting and representing other

things."

51
OUtlines in this chapter were;

the definition of expressionism

(a comparison of it wi.th other drama tic modes), and a review of the
techniques whlch characterize it.

These techniques concerned method,

subject matter, plot, characterization, and setting.
HaTing considered the expressionistic mode and its techniques
f

in general, let us go on to consider O'Neill's use of them.

..

51

.

Ibid., p.

146.

CHAPTER III

.·.,

EUGENE O'NEILL AND EXPRESSIONISM
Already there is a mountainous pyramid of printed comment about
O'Neill's plays, and he is the first playwright seriously discussed in
books having to do with the .American 'lhea ter.

t

He has been called a

genius by some critics and by others an apostle of melodramatic tbeatricaL

l i ty.
If

(1'here will always be the professional debunking Kemelmans to say,

I think the valne of his experimentation is g1"8atly over-rated." 2)
One set of readers will maintain him to be a realist, taking their

cue from Diff'rent, a drama in 1Ihich New England seafaring folk speak
their accustomed tongue and few details of portraiture are spared.
He is clearly an emotional playwright, others will say, urging
the case of ~ straw, wbere the love for each other of two consumptives ,....
is handled with true pathos.
he is surely an expressionist.

I.f The Emperor Jones be taken as the test,
~

Christie seems to show romantic

possibilities, and The Hairy A.pe bites as deep as any satire. 3

--- ----- - -one (New York, 1928), p..' 108.

1 David Karsner, Sixteen Authors to
2

Ludwig Lewisohn, "Development of Eugene O'Neill,"

March, 1922, pp.

349-50.

3 Dukes,

OPe

cit., p. 70.
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try not to fall into the error of stating that O'Ne:l.ll,

-

--

because he wrote The Emperor Jones and The Hairy Ape, is an express:i.onist.
BUt once we ha'9'e examined his purposes, it is easy to see why he may be

..

claimed by this school of dramatists, even tl).oqgh
..., he may never have con-

In many of his plays his purposes are

sciously adopted their methods.
closely allied to the purposes

or

the expressionists.

In realizing his

dramatic ideas he employed many techniques whi~t the expressionists had
made their traQemark.
What were O'Neill's purposes? 1s early as 1923 he had publicly
issued his artistic manifesto:
I intend to use 'Whatever I can make JIf1' own, to
write about anything under the sun in a.rry manner that
fi ts the subject. And I shall never be influenced by
any consideration but one: Is it the truth as I know
it - ... or, better stUl, feel i t . . . It i~ just life
that interests me as a thing in itself. 4

He is above all else the poet of the individual soul, torn and
warped, perhaps, by the surrounding mass currents vaguely the master of its individual choice.

but still at least

'What particularly did he

mean by "life"?
f

Deeply troubled by "Ule ancient riddle of good and evil, and vexed
by the problem of Man I s place in the universe, Ms mixed inheri tance , his
evil deeds, his capacity for struggle, O'Neill once remarked to Barre"tt
Clark, "Too many plqwrights are intent upon writing about people instead

4 Robert
p. 7.

Burns Mantle,

!!!! American

Playwright (New York,

~929),

~~------------------------------~

.,.
of life."

5

It would make little difference to O'Neill if he found him-

self in the stokehole of a steamship, or on the battlements of Troy, tor
the same foibles, energies, ideals, struggles are to be found in the

peoples of all times and places. 6

O'Nei~~trYing to make a play out of

the contest between vice and virtue for the soul ot man, 'Was embarked on

a problem that Shakespeare had. to face. 7

Date and setting meant little

"

to O'Neill.
He himself says:

)los t modern plays are concerned with the relation
between man and man, but that does not interest me at
all. I sa interested only in the relation between man
and God. ~
He was concerned with "the relation ot man to God, It

that is to

say, with the relation of man to something, whether that something is the
universe itself, or the laws that govern mants
local or temporary condition.

01111

nature, independent of

He realized also that tragedy is essentially
.
~

a story of some calamity growing out of that relationship, and that it
differs from the story of any failure involving :merely human relationships
by virtue of two facts:

on the one hand, it involves a good deal more;
I

on the other, the characters take on a dignity they would not otherwise
have. 9
e'

5' R. D. Skinner, flO'Neill and the poetls quest," North American,
June, 1935, p.

55.

6 O'Hara, Ope cit., p. 2.
7 Walter Prichard Eaton, Drama

8 Flexner,

OPe

!!! England,

pp. 46-47.

cit., p. 195.

9 Krutch, .American Drama since 1918, p. 104.

o'Neill
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has used the theatre increasingly as a forum from Wdch

to consider man's relation to the universe.
in the form of a question, a search:

Jlost of his plays are cast

how can man find fulfillment in

sexual love, in the pursuit of wealth, in the.
face of racial barriers,
. • "7
or the indifference of our society to art?
He says:
It is rather amusing to me to 'Ae how seriously
people take poli tics and social questions and hOlf much
they expect of them. Life as a whole is changed very
little, if at all, as a resul.t of their course ••••
Tinkering with externaJ.s, legislation, and social
fiat do not change anything. They will come at the
command of the imagination and the will. 10
What he was intensely interested in was the eternal, unchangeable struggles
of the soul.
To George Jean Nathan, O'Neill once wrote:
The playwright of today must dig at the roots of
the sickness of today as he feels it - the death of
the old God and the failure of science and materialism
1;0 give an,- satisfactory new one for the surviving of
prim! tive religious instinct to find a meaning for life
in, and to comfort its fears of death with. It seems
to me that anyone trying to do big work nowadays must
have this big subject behind all the little subjects
of his plays or novels, or he is scribbling around the
surface of things. 11

,...

f

..
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10 Sayler,

OPe

cit., pp.

11 Krutch,

OPe

cit., p. 93.
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He did Dot want to scribble aroUDd. the surface of things.

He

was a1:.a78 tr)rillg to

interpret Lite in 1:8l"118 of lives, Dever just in terms of
characters. 1'. al-18 acutely cODsciaus ot the 1'0ro.
8eh:lnd and ot the ODe e tern&! tr~w e:t Iran in his
glor1ol18 8elf-destructive struggle to make tbe Fore. express him, instead. o:t being aa 1.nfin1tes1.ma.l incident iD
its expressioD. .lnd. IV pro:tound. couviction is that this
is the only subject worth wrl.ting about and that it i8
p08sible - or can be -- to deftlop.& tragic expression
iB teru o:t transfigured modern Talues and s1Jlbols ill .
"the theatre 1Ih1cll 118.7 toSOllB dep:ee brlDg home to aemher8 o:t a IlOdern atui1ence their eDIlObling identity with
"the :tragic figure8 Oil the stage.

o:r course, this is very JIIl8h ot a dream, bIlt 1Ib.ere
the theatre is concerlled, ODe aut have a drt~, and. the
Greek dream in trag~ is the nQl.e8t ever.
In a letter to his triead Barrett H. Clark, he reiterates the

same idea:
Perhaps I can apla1u the _ . , . of lIT teeliDgs
for the ilIpelling, iDsorutable forces bebind life which
it is Jq ambi 1'4011 to at least taintJ..y shadow at, at work
in rq plqs. 1:)
.

It is aot nrprisiDg" theretore" that this playwright who was
so 1ateresteci 1a tile 8piritual st..rugg!es of man shouJ.d kave resorted to

objectifYing them.

-.ether warrantedl.y or aot, Slleldoa Cheney eulogi••s h1a as

12 w. P. Batoll, ".American Drama Flowers,- Yorld's~,
lovember" 1926, p. lOS.

13

Barrett H. Clark, 'EUgeDe O'leill:

(Hew York, 1936)" p.

43.

!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!.! pla)'B

,.,.
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America' 8 ODe internationally mOlln playwright, significant for his achievement in lifting American drama
out of a purely provincial or refiective actiT.i.ty (as
viewed from Europe), and as the one English wri t.i.ng
dramatist wno has made Expressionism a broadly successf'u1 mode. 14

.

Later in his career O'Neill wast,....defend boldly the use of
expressionism, when he stated:
It is only by means of some form of "supernaturalism" that we may express in ~e theater what
we comprehend intuitively of that self-obsession which
is the particular discount we moderns have to pay for
the loan of Ufe. The old "naturalism" - or "realism,"
if you prefer, (I would to God some genius were
gigantic enough to define clearly the separativeness
of these terms once and for allt) - no longer applies.
It represents our fathers' daring aspirations toward
self-recognition by holding the family kodak up to
ill-nature •
But to us their old audaci ty is a plague, we have
taken too many snapshots of each other in every graceless position. We have endured too much from the
banali ty of surfaces. 15
This sounds like something directly out of the mouth of a most
confirmed expressionist.

~

O'leill's art has always been restless; his hand

has always dug beneath the surface to the subconscious yearnings and reactions, and he has sought to utter the unexpressed thought of our inner
life in confiict.

One of the most interesting things about his work is

.

his effort to f'1.nd ne" ways of expressing the unexpressed inward desires •
'

14

Sheldon Cheney,

15

Clark,

OPe

.!!!! Theatre

cit., p.

75.

(London, 1929), p. 513.

I
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"In an effort to make his characters reveal. themselves, he has experimented
lfith masks to represent psychological states; he has 1Iritten dialogue
sub rosa, sotto voce, as a means of indicating double mental states." 16
'fhis is really the ultimate O'Ue% the drama which he has been
approaching since his early plaY!2!.

Though O'Ueill has said that he has

finished with the naturalistic theatre, in a sense he has never in realism
sought anything but "a symbol; never in a conci-ete hero failed to shadow
Man, the eternal protagonist, in the grip of natural forces greater than
himself." 17
Expressionism is the negation of representation (which O'Ueill.
was so dissatisfied with), that is, of surfaces.

The old Romanticism, the

old Uaturalism, it seems, are no longer sufficient to convey the complexities of modern life.

It is the business of the expressionist to portray

what O'Neill calls the "behind-life."
What O'Ueill is seeking is what every serious artist has always'"
sought, a more effective means of expressing life.
or is not expressiomstic drama an unusual form?
it possess?

The point is not:

but:

Is

What 'Virtue does

1he plays have shown the way toward a freer development of

subject matter than there was possible in the theatre of the past, and it

.'
16 )4. J. )(oses, "New Eugene O'Ueill,n
December, 1933, p. 544.
17 E. S. Sergeant, .0'Neill:
Republic, )(arch, 1927, p. 93.

Uorth JJDerican,

the man with the mask,"

New

f

is only reasonable that such freedom should appeal to 0 'Neill. 18

40

.'

Eleanor Flemer says that O'Neill "has sh.own himself unable to
draw an iota of assurance of positivism out of anything but an emotional

oonnctionff and that "O'Neill is touched
depicting." 19

1d:'Wl'..4ihe

death he delights in

These are far from enthusiastic encolliUJIS, but they point

out the subjectivity (which is an outstanding characteristic of the
expressionist)

in the plays of O'Neill.

•

Her first charge may be true. lIhether or not he has chosen
worth.-while subjects or psychological states to dramatize will not be considered.

As Felix Schelling says, "Whether I like a given subject or not

is one sort of a question; whether, the subject granted, the work upon it
is well done, is quite another. n 20

Hot only is O'Neill's general. purpose nearly synonymous with
that of the expressionist, but even in the specific plots there is a
great similarity.

In O'Neill the action consists almost entirely of an.

analysis of the obsessed and even insane minds of the characters in his
plays.

"msani ty is to be found in most of his plays and in many cases

the entire structure of the play is based on some mad obsession of one of
the characters." 21

18 Clark, study

2!.

.-

the Modern Drama (New York, 1928), pp. 408-9.

19 Flexner, Ope cit., p. 155.
20 Felix E. Schelling, Appraisements

1922), p.

146.

!

Asperities (Philadelphia,

2l. Ludwig Lewisohn, "Development of Eugene O'Neill, ff p. 487.

f

His themes have at the same time been extraordinarily diverse.
BUt nei ther the variety of themes nor the restless experimentation wi th
forms and unusual technical devices is the consequence of a mere technician
trying his powers.

On the contrary, "an in"l»'e, almost pathological

introverted personality obsessed with what is really a single idea, seems

to be seizing, one after another upon themes or forms of expression and
tnen dropping them after more or less prolongei experimentation." 22
Inasmuch as the descriptiOll of the heroes of 0 'Neill's plays
fit him, and inasmuch as several of the plays are autobiographical, it is
reasonable to suppose that all the heroes are projections of O'Neill's
personali ty.
in black-face.

Even Jim Harris in

:!!! God's

Chillun Got Wings is 0 'Neill

Ludwig LelVisohn puts it bluntly, "he might easily have

followed the precedent set by the writers of paper-covered boys' books in
naming his plays thus:
New England Farm;

Eugene O'Neill, the Boy Arcbi tect;

Eugene on a

Eugene in Harlem." 23

Despi te the exaggeration, it seems plain that the history of
O'Neill's development is the history of a persistent, if fumbling, attempt

to objectify his emotions, accompanied by a hope that this or that opening
suggested by some current intellectual fashion lIOuld provide the opportunity

..
22

Krutch, Ope cit., pp. 78-9.

23 Ludwig Le1lisohn, "Development of Eugene O'Neill," p.

485.

f
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for which he felt the need.

.'

Tbis is one of the chief characteristics of

the expressionists.

In ever,y speech that O'Neill writes, one is conscious of O'Neill
His illness from tuberculosis ~r2r a s.ynopsis of O'Neill's

writing. 24

life see Kantle 25)

after his wanderings over the face of the earth had

brought him face to face with the terror' of death and, in turn, raised
the difficult problem of the meaning of life w~ch became in his case
something more than an academic question.

His private disturbances also

forced upon him an interest in sexual psychology and an inner stress which
the American theatre had conventionally evaded.

During his convalescence

he read not only the classic dramatists but Ibsen, Wedekind, and Str1ndberg -- "especially Strindberg," as he later confessed.
"O'Neill's representation of split personalities of The Great
God Brown and

~

Tithout End recalls the Scandinavian master's expres-

sionist style, just as his use of masks harks back to the Greeks," says
John Gassner. 26

,..

Understanding the interests O'Neill had and his ac-

quaintance with Strindberg, it is not mJreasonable for a student of 0 'Neill
of suspect that he drew heavily upon Stt-indberg's expressionism -

mother

reason to believe that O'Neill consciously used expressionistic techniques
in his work.

24

.'
Dickenson, Playwrights

~

the

!!!! American

Theatre, p. 944.

25 Robert Burns Mantle, !he American Playwright (New York, 1929),
pp. 67-71.

26 Masters of the Drama (New york, 1940), p. 646.

f
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Walter Prichard Eaton also mentions Strindberg in relation to
JUgene O'Neill:

"He [O'Neill] has been peculiarly sensitive to the many

infiuences in the air of the modern world, from his earliest days when he
read S trindberg avidly. It 27

.. '.,

His closest friend, Barrett H. Clark, places Strindberg among
the three influences on O'Neill when he says:

Nietzsche, strin<iberg, and We~nd - particularly the first two - have been among the most powerful.
influences at work on Eugene O'Neill. He too had felt
the futility of trying to express :in the old forms the
mul tifariousness of modern life. 2B
Note that two

~f

these writers have been associated and, in

fact, been singled out as the

~hief

exponents of expressionism.

O'Neill,

lest he appear to be a mere imitator, has defended himself trom the charge
(and it may seem that "he protesteth too much"):
The first Expressionistic play I ever saw was
Kaiser's From Morn to Jlidnight, produced in New York
in 1922, iltir-yrQ written both The Emperor Jones and
The H~(Y Ape. I had read From Morn to JAdDIgti'E before
e Harry Ape was writt.'9'i1bu'E notbefore '£lie idea
for itlias planned. The point is that The Hairy Ape
is a direct descendant of Jones wr1tten-rong before I
had ever heard of ExPressionism, and its form needs
no explanation but this. As a matter of fact, I did
not think much of Morn to KidDight, and still don't",
It is too easy. I'E woUIa' not ha,,{e infiuenced me. ~9

,.,.

f

<

27 Drama !! England, p. 332.

28 Op. cit., p. 72.
29 Ibid., pp. 71-72.

.'
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However, one who has studied his life must be a bit suspicious
of his plea of complete originality.

In 1be Emperor Jones he had abandon-

ed both the outer form and the pseudo-naturalism of his more conventional
plays.

He had found his form. and method, at¥i'Jlis failure to cultivate it

exclusively from that moment may be accounted for (as he claims) by his
isolation from the central movements in European 11 terature in lihich many
American wri ters live.

He may have felt himsetr -engaged 1n an unheard-of

experiment; he was, in fact, an expressionist of the most approved and,
undoubtedly, of the nobler sort." JJ
If Kaiser did not influence 0'Ne1ll, it may be said fairly that
strindberg had "exercised a dominating influence on O'Neill's art and outlook.

Strindberg had a marked e1'fect on his technique and on the content

and inclination of his mind." 31
Dickenson compares O'Neill with Strindberg as 1'ollows:
Though touched wi th the wand of the expressionist,
O'Neill di1'fers from mallY' of them in that he is absolutely sincere. He cares nothing for shocks or paradoxes. In honesty of conviction he is comparable to
Strindberg While avoiding his mental extravagances. 32
f

O'Neill says of Strindberg:
In creating a modern theater which we hope will liberate for significant expression a 1'resh elation and joy
in experimental production it is the most apt symbol of

..

30 Ludwig Lewisohn, "Development of Eugene 0 'Neill, II p. 350.
31 Dickenson, Playwrights of the New American 1heat~e, pp.99-l00.
32 Dickenson, ~ outline

2! contemporary Drama,

p. 271.

our good. intentions that we start wi1;h a plq by'
,August Strindberg: tor Strindberg -.a the precursor
ot &l.l .~rnity 1D. our present theater ••••
St.rl.adberg attll remains among the most modern of
moderns, the greatest interpreter in the theater ot the
characteristic spiri tuaJ. contlic~ !Pich eout1tute the
drama - the blood ot our 11ves tOday••••
It is oDl.,.. b,.. means ot s_e torm of "superna1a1ral.1n.W that ... _,.. express to the theater _at we .
comprehend intuitively ot tbat sel.t-qbsession ..hich is
the particular disoount we JIocierns hIve to PST tor the
loan on Ute. The old "naturalism" - or "realis.- it
;you prefer, no loager applied •••••e have endured too
much tr_ the banal1 10,.. of surtaces.
StriDdberg kn... and BUttered with our 8truggle betore man,.. ot us were born. He expresses 1 t. b,.. 1n:tens1t;ying the aethods to ea.. .All tha.t is enduring in wbat
we loosely call "expresaion18J1l" - &1.1 that is artisticaJ.ly valid aad sound theater ~ oan be clearl,.. traced
back through 'l'edeJd nd to 8 trindberg. 33 .
'fbis qllOtation
Plqhouse 1t'ith

b,.. otNe111 upon the opening ot the Pro'Vinoetom

.!!! Spook Sonata in 1923 is

ot great iaportaDce in under-

standing O'Beill'8 theories of theatre and their sources., It is a SUlIIII&tiOJt'

or all that has been said up to

BOW

or the iD.f'l.uance ot the e.xpressioDista,

and particul.arl,. Strindberg, upon O'Beill.
This theor7 was carried into action in
Hairy~,

~

Bmperor Jones, 1!le

and J,azarus :t,au.glled when he tbrnoft the chains

ot imi tattOD

or the natura1.1sts and widened the 'expressiveness ot the .Perican stage.
He did this 1t'ith T.i.olence, speed and piled.-up eJlOtiOll rather than with

33

~.,

pp. 100-1.

46
sereni ~ and depths; he broke OTer the old rigidities of the well--made plq,
111 thout suggesting a Dew play-structure, ut.i..lizing a fora rather jerky and
Unfinished; but he lIlQ'Yed his audiel1ees with a
direc tness.

.34

DeW

thrill, a

DeW

theatrical

.......,

1he O'leill who has not been content with external por'traiture

.

l1a8 used the x-rq Jl&Chine as _11 as a painter t s brush, and it is this

_thod that has caused grave d1t.t'1cul.t1es.

In true expressionistic style

he became accustoae<i to turning bis eharacters ililto attributes and neuroses.

Lavinia in lIour.n1Dg Becomes Electra, for example, is for th8 JIOst part a
ti,xatiOll.

For closer iDspecticm. he has alaG diTided personal1 t1' (&8 in

-

the case of DiOD 8Dd J,nthorq in The Great God Brown, and Jobn and Loving ill

-

-

Dqs Without End)J his metllod of characterizatioD. has couequenU;r become

-

a demonstration of ideas about character instead ot individualization
(which is one of the dangers in the e:xpressiOD1st.io techDiques).

SOJJl8~S

his people have been s,mbols rather 1iha:a identifiable persons.
:tnvariab17 b1' actlon and other ld.nds ot vi8U8l1zation he

succeeds in externalizing imler stresses,
discharging thea theatrlcall;r.

cal1~.i

attention to tha, and

35

.34 Sheldon Crume1', ~ i'heatre, pp. Sl3-14.
3S Gassner,

OPe

oit., p.

644.

...

h7
He ahcnrs us IUD. as UDdargoiDg an iJmer de1'eat.
Por the d.efeat his protagon1st8 surfer is spiritual;
they end ill a spiritual frustration, a spiritual
failure. 36
It is the old battle with the physical l1m1 tattOR of his
carried to a larger field.

.
:;. .."
Absorbed in this he

_eli_

has lI8de terrific ciemuds,

as have all eXpressiGDistLc writers, upon the theatre, and has taka. the
consequences.

He has abolished intermissions, used masks, and held an

audienoe through its diJmer time for an afternoon and an evening. 37
Great dramatiSts, as well
their meaning 9ntwo planes:

as

poets, have the gift of rendering

one objeetl:ve, the other subjective.

wO'Ne1ll's rise has been the story of the deTelopaent of his dramatic

overtoDe~." J8 It is preCisely 0 'Ieill' s urge to go beyond the mere
photography' of the "anu·face of things. -

though he proved lWaself an

excellent photographer in the early plays the cOBDonplace theatre of his youth.
for the

~cs

C

that enabled h:i..m to leave

HaTiDg, UDl.ike Shaw, little

cOBoe~

of society, he could 8atisfy hi8 ai.JI of doiBg "big work w

only by expressing inner conflicts.
"Always the aterest is focra8ed

OD

the _ntal process of the·

victia, and ordinarily the destructive force itself is an inner one: the
mind

,..S to pieces because· of its QWR inner conflict."

39 He does not

36 1'homas K. lftdpple, ](odern Triter. and American Lite (lfew York,
1928), p. 81.
- -

37 E. A. Baughan, "Pl.qs of O'leill,- l'ortmptly ReTiew, May,
1926, p. 8 S 3 . "
.

i __________
p. 172.

J8 H. )(oQuire, "Beyond strange ])1terlude,- Drama, Karch, 1929,
~39~Wbi~p~pl
__e~,_o__._C_1_t~.,~P_._2~3h~.__________________________~
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concern h:i.mself much with accidents and details; in his indifference to
appearances, and his eagerness to go below to the primary motives, he
neglects the minutiae which lend verisimili blde to a portrat t.
Because O'Weill l s whole inte.re.Ht is certered on
the essential springs of action, his people are likely
to appear elementary - I think the truer word is
elemental. They are manifestations of such primal
forces as hate and fear and cupidity and sexual desire.
They are stripped of all save the ~e or two vital
energies of the moment, and if they seem at times
unduly simple and rudimentary or even abstract, this
bareness may })e more than compensated for by a gain
in strength. 40

oINeill

has the gift of reaching to the emotional and moral

inwardness of life without any relation to specific events or times or
people.

"His plays are like parables, the representation in outer and

objective form ot certain elemental and inner struggles."

41

Time and

again critics point to O'Weill's objective and sensible projection of the
inward struggles which have been his and which are interpreted presentationally through his characters.
O'Neill, though imitating the expressionist in part, has developed new expressionistic devices.

"He has not only written good plays;

he has created new patterns of drama, and he has dealt both thoughtfully
and imaginatively with f'1mda:mental ideas. It

42
e'

40

Ibid., pp.

41

R. D. Skinner, "O'Neill and the poetls quest,· p.

42

237-8.

"Nobel Prize
November, 1931, p. 939.

55.

gO~sto Eugene O'Neill,. Christian Century,

f
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·,'

All through his plays, descriptions and directions are stree
for the actors who are to interpret his plays.

A new emphasis on and

greater demands of the actors was typical of the expressionists; for
"Old Cabot turns green,"

example:
J{Ukachin. It

"tears •,stream
down the cheeks of
4Y

But actors cannot weep at will or turn green 111 til anything

more than a metaphorical manner.

Lazarus Laughed makes super-human

exactions upon the chief actor, and strange :rlterlude is probably the
hardest task ever assigned a group of players. 43
He has always dealt in characters of one syllable, stressing
one or two traits, expressing the simplest of emotions, "requiring tne
actorts presence to fill in the outlines."

44

Even the most concrete

of O'Neill's personages were only secondarily, and for'the sake of convellience, men and women specifically of a yesterday or a today and
dressed in the mental or physical costumes of their period.

Essentially-

they were all naked souls.
Each of his later plays is a morality, if not an allegory.
seems to want to reemphasize meanings throughout the play.
manner of devices to emphasize meaning:

He

"He used all
f

masks and masklike make-up,

s,mbolic costumes and groupings of actors, symbolic stage sets and

43

.'

J. Anderson, V. Geddes, "Eugene O'Neill," Theatre,A.rts
Monthly, November, 1931, p. 1548.

44 T. K. Whipple, "Tragedy of Eugene O'Neill,"
January 2l, 1925, p. 223.

!!! Republic,
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formalized plots."

45

His is the type of mind 'Which begins with an abstract theme
and works toward the concrete embodiment; that is, he first conceives his
plays in the form of abstract propositions ... ·IIis people alone are not
•

.

enough interest to carry the

pl~;

"7

in fact, in and of themselves, apart

from what happens to them, they 'WOuld cause us 11ttle concern or
curiosity.

O'Neill's tendency bas always beeIt away

the concretion of the abstract and schematic.

trOll.

the actual toward

~

Even in

Hairy Ape, Yank

remains more of a splbol than a person.
It seems as though 0 'NeUl felt more at home 1d th splbols than
with people.

one reason 1Ib.y he 'Was the first AJBerican playwright to join

the anti-realistic reaction of expressionism may be that.
the newer technique offered him a line of less resistance
than the old, in that it freed him from the necessity
or tr;ying to transform his forces into concrete 1Ddividuals, and gave him a chance to solve many of his problems,
as in All God's Chillun, by means of devices 1Ihich are
rather:mecli8Dlcal. His plays have tended more and mor~6
to work themselves out like the equations of physiCS.
T. K. Whipple has noted this same characteristic:
he seek "to give us the complete illusion of actuality.
,

type of mind, an expressionist's,

,..

uSeldom does

O'Neill has the
"

'Which begins with an abstract theme

and 'Works from that to the collCrete."

47

..

45

Alan Reynolds Thompson, Ope cit., pp. 391-2.

46
47

T. K. Whipple, )(odern Writers and American LIfe, pp. 241-2.
T. K. Whipple, "Tragedy of Eugene O'Neill," p. 223.

f
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Into the inner depths of the individual he continued to delve.
In the early play Welded, O'Neill when describing Michael Cape is not
describing an individual face, but one which embodies all the character-

..

isticsof a type, and has very nearly the abstraction
of a s ...,.....,
_1o.0l.
..,

The

use of the term "masklike" is indicative; it recurs frequently in his
later plays, and leads naturally to one of the most typical techniques of
the expressionist -- the use of masks themsel-As, with their emphasis on
the abstraction and stylization of qualities instead of the direct human
presentation of these qualities. 48
O'Neill once stated that he wouJ.d like to produce most of his
plays with masked actors. 49

The masks in The Great

~ BroE, the aside

in strange Interlude and Dynamo, and the dual personality of John Loving
in Days Without End are mechanical lleans for externalizing his proneness

to introspection and discursiveness.

This tendency was first evident in

1'!!! First ~,

~

Desire Under the Elms,

Hairy Ape, and All God's Chil-

,A-

lUD. 50
The use' of masks to O'Neill was more than just a stage trick,
f

more even than Ita screen interposed between the crucial self and the
bleary popuJ.ar eye." 51

It represented an "integral. part of his

48 F1exner, Ope cit., p. 156.

..

49 Koses, "New Eugene O'Neill," p. 546.
50 Flemer;

OPe

cit., p~ 133.'

51 Elizabeth Sergeant, ~ under ~ Andes (New York, 1927),

p. 99.

52
characters.

.'

For, as he once said, the world is not only blind to Dian,

the man beneath the mask, but it also condemns the mask of Pan.1t 52

He

wishes to present to the eye of the audience a concrete conception of the
inner man, which the audience would otherwise. be able to see vaguely or,
•

oQ

perhaps, not at all.
Accompanying the expressionistic device of the mask is the vocalization of the lmspoken and the subconsciotA.

53 To

call these speeches

through Which O'Neill's characters express their hidden selves .asides,is to give a wrong impression of their import.

1)1e purpose of the

Itaside,· virtually abandoned by modern drama, was to withhold from other
characters factual information upon Which the ·plota hinged.

on

the other

hand, the soliloquy, as used by Shakespeare, is related in spirit and
psychological cantent to O'Neill's technique of the spoken se1£revelation. 54
O'Neill has analyzed his use of expressionistic language in all""
his plqa when he states of Desire Under ~~:
I never intended that the language of that play
should be a record of what the characters actually
said. I W§Uted to express what they felt subconsciously. !>!>

52 Elizabeth Sergeant, "O'Neill: the man with

53

Elizabeth Drew, OPe Cit., p. 129.

54 )(rs •

55

.A,nita. (Cahn) Block, Ope cit., p. 163.

Krasner, Ope cit., p. 120.

f

. 94 •

the mask,- p.,

r

53
Thanks to the use of the aside, which enables O'Neill to dramatize an
incident on several planes simultaneously, there are scenes of truly
extraordinary significance and power.

In such scenes he achieves his

purpose of unraveling the intricacies of

h~

motivation.

When a character is speaking his thoughts, all actors on the
stage are motionless.
absent.

'.ftle awkward effect of the old aside is entirely

The audience easily accepts the conve\ti.on that the other

characters do not hear.

It seems as if we were seeing wi til absolute

accuracy the thoughts of the character.
The dialogue makes the desired impression of external. illusion. The monologues or asides cast an
srti.stic spell because they contain the illuminating
tru the The thoughts are the inner real! ty of each
character. They come in quick, short phrases like
plashes of light that reveal the personality behind 56
the false shell which protects it from mortal view.

Thus expressionism lent i tsel:t to a dramatist lIho in all of his
plqs was interested in the spiritual struggles of man.
could be called studies in the mind.

Beyond

~

All of his plays ,...

Horizon deals with a weak

roman tic who takes refuge from reali ty in daydreams and finally dies of
consumpti.on.

~

is a :melodrama about an insane delusion.

the case history of a victim of sex repression.

~

])i:tf'rent is

Hairy Ape, Itby

expressionistic :methods borrowed from Str1ndberg and the Germans, dese-

cribes a character who, if he is not merely a &,.,01, is indeed apelike in

56 Donald Clive Stuart,

OPe

cit., p.

648.

f

"
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.'

bis mentality, and who develops trom incipient to raving madness."

--

Firs t Man turns aut to be a study of an emotional fixation.

57 ..!!!!

Welded de-

picts two "egotistic introverts tortured by the inevitable confiicts between their passion and their uncontrolled ~erament."

58

Lust and

greed fanned into madness are the materials of Desire Under the Elms.

--

111e

Great God Brown, beneath its elaborate expressionistic machinery, is about
a split personality.

The Fountain is the stor't- of an obsession.

The plot

of strange Interlude is a case history developed along Freudian lines.
Lazarus in Lazarus L81ghed is not really a human being but merely He-1lhoLaughs-At,..])eath.

Dynamo is another study of mania, this time religious.

Mourning Becomes Electra is another Freudian study.

Days Without

~

is

the story of '!he Hound of Heaven.
Ashley Dukes believes that there is a unity in all of these
plays, "that a single motive lies behind them.
up in a word as the motiva of illusion capacit,r of self-deception in
By

creates.
sion. 1t 60

man."

It may roughly be summed

the study of that infinite

59

means of drama he makes these inner struggles objective.

He

He -projects from his inner being to an outer form of expresSuch devices as asides and masks are, in part, attempts to

57 Thompson, Ope cit., p. 303.

58

Ibid., p.

. 304.

59 Op. cJ.·t ., p. 71 •

60 R. D. Skinner, Ope cit., p. 67.

..

f

achieve deeper psychological reality by dramatic means.

SS

.'

In each play "fantasy and imagination are mingled with uncompromising realism, and in all Eugene 0 'Neill deals, not chieny wi th the
external life of his characters, but principa:J.ly with their souls." 61
.. "7

O'Neill has been accused of

m~

faults.

S.-Young says, "About

him adjectives and lying anecdotes fill the air, and the word great has bee
scattered about like stage money ••••• But the ~Bt significant thing that
can be said about Mr. O'NeUl's plays is that his qualities are fundamental theatre. If 62

Doubtless early familiarity with popular drama has had something

to do with Ms revolt against convention and Ms shrewd theatrical sense
of how even his most eccentric innovations would work out on the stage.
O'Neill admits the effect of his early acquaintance with the theatre
when he said:
'!he characters in A.nna. Christie were people I had
lmown years before. I never liked It as well as some
of JJf3' other plays. In telling the story I deliberately
employed all the Broadway tricks which I had learned in
my stage training. Using the same technique, and with
my own experience as a basis, I could turn out dozens
of plays like Anna Chris tie, but never cared to try.
It is too easy:--o)

61 E. A. Baughan,

OPe

62 "Eugene O'Neill,"

cit., p.

.!:! Republic,

,

63 Krasner,

OPe

8S3.

cit., p. 120.

I

.'
November, 1922, p. 301.
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•..
o'Neill

becomes an experimentalist in form, not in order to

'eXPeriment, but because "what can at best be symbolized is ultimately the
lIOSt discerning, the most honest picblring of the complicated mingling
in human emotions of heredity, environment,.a....,multiplicity of causes large
and small."

64

Not only has O'Neill tried to encompass more of
life than most American writers of bits time .but, almost alone among them, he has persis"-ently tried to
solve it. When _ understand this we understand that
his stage <ievices are no fortui tou.s technique; his
masks and abstractions, his double personali ties, his
drum beats and engine rhythms are the integral and
necessary expression of his temper of mind and the
task it set itself.
In such plays as The Hairy Ape, Lazarus Laughed,
and '!he Great God Brown, where he is explaining the
worliin: parahte; symbol, and JDTth, O'Neill is most
creative. Great insorutable forces are
interest.
Life and death, good and evil, spirit and flesh, male
andf'eD1ale, the all and the one - O'Neill's is a
world of these anti. the tical absolutes and his literary
effort is an algebraic attempt to solve the equation. 65

his

f

.'
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1926, p. 790.

G. P. Baker, "O'Neill's first decade," ~ Review, July,

65 L. Trilling, "Eugene O'Neill," New Republic, September,
1936, p.

l7~.
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CHAP'IER IV

AN ANALYSIS OF EIGHT PLAYS
A tew of O'Neill 's

pl~

show evidence throughout ot an expres-

sionist at work; others ot his mature works are illumined bere and there
by the devices of expressionism.

consistently:

-The

Four plays u\tlize these techniques

Emperor Jones, The Hairy Ape, 'file Great God Brown, and

--

-----

Lazarus Laughed, particularly the tirst two plays named.

The latter two

have elements of symbolism mixed with a predominantly expressionistic mode.
Four other plays, although expressionistic in conception, make
use ot only one or two ot expressionism's devices; and in two plays,
O'Neill resorts to its methods only on occasion.
~

Emperor Jones will be examined first, since it is the tirst

highly expressionistic piece O'Neill produced.

chronologically.

1be Hairy Ape comes next ,..

The Fountain will then be considered, despite the tact

that only one scene is expressionistic, because the conception (in all
three plays it is the mind of the main character that we actually see)
is similar to that ot the previously mentioned plays.
For the same reason (similarity ot conception) Dynamo might be
placed next; but I -,ish to consider its use ot the expressionistic

.'

psyohological soliloquy in conjunction with that of strange Interlude.
'!he conception, although expressionistic, ot The Great

~

Brown

differs in that we here view the inner lives of several individuals, not

51

f

r
i

,a
."

just one as we do in the first three plays.

strange Interlude, the sixth play to be discussed, reveals a
mul tiplici ty of inner conflicts but employs only one expressionistic
device, the soliloquy.

Dynamo follows.

I't.. Pf.ZOtakes of the characteris•

47

tics of both strange Interlude and the first three mentioned dramas.
Lazarus Laughed, though apparently similar to The Great

~

Brown in method and undoubtedly express10nisttib in some of its characteristics, borders on s;ymbolism (mood) more than any of the previously considered dramas.
Days Without End, related to Lazarus Laughed in its study of the

soul 1n search of faith, was the last play of O'Neill written before his
retirement in 1936, and fittingly is considered last, since in some
respects 1t was considered (erroneously, if we can take

!!!!

Iceman Cometh

of 1946 as a s~tement of O'Neill's present position) the final answer to
the restless questioning that had been apparent 1n all his previous plays"".

EVen before

.!!!! Emperor

Jones, signs of coming expressionism

are evident in some of his earlier and one-act plays.

Fog is the

earliest of the O'Neill plays to show the artist's atteapt to reach out
beyond the limits (J)f literal surface realism -

or rather, the first to

carry out successfully the particular kind of super-rea.l1sm he was later

.'

to use so effect1vely.

The scene is in the lifeboat of a passenger steamer drifting
helplessly off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
upon the still sea.

.i dense fog lies heavily

'!'he characters are a Poet, a Man of Business, a

f
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.'

polish Peasant Woman, a Dead Child, Sailors, and an Officer.

In the boat

are the poet, the business man, the 'Woman, and her dead child.
They drift up to the edge of an iceberg, waiting for help.

fbey

hear a steamer 1IhistJ.e but the Poet preventf ·..~e Business Man from calling,
in order to save the steamer from running into the iceberg.

We see, by

this time, that the play is not conceived as a realistic transcript of
life:

The Poet is an embodiment of idealism, ·and the Business Man an

abstract figure suggesting materialism.
all were lost.

For the moment it looks as though

The fog lifts and the boat approaches.

'!he satlors have

been guided in their direction by the voice of the dead child.
Clark says, "It is a dramatic parable with a sudden nash of
beauty at the end.

Technically it foreshadows the expressionistic scenes

of ~ Hairy Ape." 1
Mlling points out that it was typically 0 'Neill, not only in
technique but in subject.

"It was a crude sketch of the moral world

that O'Neill was to exploit later." 2
A second. play to foreshadow (by its interest in the inner conflicts which were to blossOlll forth in Strange ])lterlude, Dynamo, and Days
Wi thout End) an expressionistic technique was Welded.
intended as surface realism:

The play is not

it is an attempt to strip away all the
e'

1 Barrett H. Clark, Eugene O'Neill:
York, 19.36), p. 37.
2 L. Trilling, "Eugene O'Neill,"

the man and his plays (New

-

-

--

Nelf Republic, p. 177.

f
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.,.
encumbering nonessentials, to reveal directly two souls at war with each
other.

ille plot is direct and impersonal, the language as analytical as

the psychological soliloquies of strange Interlude.

Though the earlier

characters did not have the real! ty or depth
'of
the later, th....v
were ex•
"7
-.
ploi ted in much the same manner, though wi thou t the ma.ture use of
soliloquy.
If Strange Interlude and
even more eviden tly is Where
EmPeror Jones and

~

1!! Hairy!E!,

last scene of Dynamo.

~ Withou\ ~ had their antecedents,

Cross Is Made a foreshadowing of

the tenth scene of The Fountain, and the

In 1Ihere the

rounded out to a Ml three acts,

!!!

~

lie

!! )lade,

which was eventually

see the phantoms which have their

only reality in the minds of the mad sea captain, Bartlett, and his
insane son.

We have here the nightmare effect, (characteristic of ex-

pressioni.sm) which O'Neill was to develop later.

--

the dead crew ot Bartlett's Mary Ann.

.

\fe see the return ot

It is significant that only Nat

and his father see the vision, Sue being sane.

We see the drowned

sailors through the eyes at the insane:
(The forms of Silas Horne, Cates, and Jimmy
Kanaka rise noiselessly into the room from the stairs.
The last two carry heavy inlaid chests. Horne is a
parrot-nosed angular old man. JiJmIIy wears ••• only a
breech cloth. Cates is ••• dressed in ••• a shredded
whi te Sailor t s blouse, stained wi th iron-rust. All are
in their bare feet. Water drips from their soaked and
rGtten clothes. '!heir hair is matted, intertwined with
s~ strands of sea-weed.
Their eyes, as they glide
silently into the room, stare frightMly wide at
nothing. Their nesh in the green light has the suggestion of decomposition. Their bodies sway limply,

f

e'

r------------------------------------------~
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nervelessly, rhythmically as if' to the pulse of' long
swells of' the deep sea.) J

.'

In analysing these plays I have followed the general plan of'
pointing out expressionistic views of' conception, method, subject matter,
character portrayal,

...
..
and setting that are apparent f'rom readings of' these
;

plays.
In some of' the discussions, ref'eren1es to one or more of' these
elements are omitted since they are not expressionistic; on the other hand,
in

~

Emperor Jones and The Hairy

~

each element, since it is evident-

ly expressionistic,_ is discU8sed in detail.
seem to be a perf'ect similarity of' elements.

In no two plays does there
While analysis of' each plq-

is based upon the same plan, each varies as to length of analysis,

COD-

tent, and outline.

The Emperor Jones
Though some of' OtNeill's earlier plays reveal expressionistic
tendencies, it was not until 1920 that the eldritch theatre piece,
Emperor Jones, appeared.

~

Learned critics debate hotly the comparative

quantity and quality of expressionism in this play and 'rhe Hairy Ape.
If' 'rhe Emperor Jones was not expressionism .full-blown, it was definitely
in the stages of flowering.

.'

All its scenes, with the exception of' the

J The Plays of' Eugene O'Neill (New York, 1934), p. 571.

f
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first and last, are definite forerunners of

-

~

.,'
Hairy Ape, The Great God

BrO'WIl, etc.

This is the story of the American Negro.

Here O'Neill recreates

the tragic history of a race by exhibi ting.~ race-memories of one of
its individuals made sentient through terror.

O'Neill's purpose already

is nto let a character reveal his unconscious self." 4

t

It is a drama of the mind crumpled y fear, the "inescapable
working of racial heri tage

~der the pressure of fear." 5

Under the icy hand of immense terror Jones gradually strips off the outward trappings of his artificial
station and goes through a merciless disintegration of
pride and ultimately becomes as a mere child who has
overheard in a dark room horrible tales of the clotted
history of his race. Fear is a great solvent. Fear
has the power to waylay all false and lordly vanities and
self persuasions. Under its transforming touch all~n
are instinctively forced back to Childlike levels.
In successive scenes of nightmare delusion Jones relives the
various stages through which his people have passed.
says:
like

Barrett H. Clark

",..

"It [The Emperor Jone~ is one of his more or less fantastic plays,

!!!! Hairy APe,

in which he employs a sort of symbolism called ex-

pressionism••••• It is certain that it is a distinguished example of a
highly imaginative type of play." 7

.'

4 Anita Block, The Changing World in Plays and 'lheatres (Boston,

1939), p. l41.

5 P.

Loving, "Eugene O'Neill,"

Bookman, p.

53.

6 W. P. Eaton, .0'Neill new risen attic stream?" American
Scholar, p. 308.
7 Barrett H. Clark, Study

2! the

Modern Drama, p. 407.

f

r
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Probably the most glO1l1ng review of the play is that given by
walter Prichard Eaton:
The Emperor Jones departs radically from realistic
forms, which makes demands on the producer and scene
designer, and puts the burden of §LCJ:ting almost entirely
on Jones himself. This play is p~rEaps O'Neill's most
perfect longer work, technically considered. It has no
excesses, it is completely unified, it moves fornard to
a foreordained conclusion, rounding the circle.
Sayler also describes the playas, 4xpressionism -- eight tense
staccato scenes, each conqerned with the sublimation of a mood, a mental
state, rather than with the narration of an episode." 9
The last six scenes of which he speaks show Jones in the jungle,
pursued by fear.

'!hey are more than six stages of his night.

six progressi'Ve stages of his rising terror.

'!hey are

They are expressionistic

rather than realistic, each one a vision his brain conjures up as terror
more and more overwhelms him, each one a vision going farther back into
his racial past, to the slave market, the slave ship, and then the black .,.,.
supersti tioo of the A.frican jungle.
only Jones speaks in these scenes -

a long monologue.

The

designer and producer must help to establish the illusion of terror

f

stricken visions by scenery, light, action, and groupings.
What is real besides Jones himself is only the incessant, nerverasping throb of the distant drums, rallying his foes against him.

8

w.

P. Eaton, Drama in England, p. 333.

9 U. Oliver Sayler, Ope cit., p. 36.

.'

After
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the final terror, he comes out of the bush at the very point he entered,
w'here bis wise foes are waiting to shoot him down.
The throb of the drums adds to the mood of impending doom.
to •make
clear a picture of a
EVery element of the play is calculated
.
"7
primi ti ve mind drivan back by terror from its proud eminence, self
assumed, to its grim racial cbildhood and to death.
Atavism in various phases was a su.b!ect frequently developed in
expressionistic plays.

The method was also clearly expressionistic, the

presentation concretely of phenomena twisted by a mind under the influence
of passion.

In the six scenes which form. Brutus Jones' nightmare of

wandering we are not presented wi. th objective events but with the delusions of his fear-obsessed lIind.

"What he thinks, we see." 10

11'1e spectator himself must through empathy become an actor in
the drama.

It is the old test of subjectivi tyj unless we are Jones, the

drama fails.

But we are Jones, and we look through the eyes of this

".,.

negro swashbuckler, who is hunted by the -bush niggers" he has ruled and
despised.
"Placing his audience directly within the consciousness of tbis
.American Negro, O'Neill enables us, with an inner Vision, to understand
his racial history,"

says J.nita Block. 11

10 E. J.. Baughan, "Plays of Eugene O'Neill,"
p. 859.

11 Op. cit., p.

143.

.'
Fortnight1l Review,

f

.'

The plot oonoerns a Pullman porter who nees from the police to
a pall island in t.he West Indies and there, by the practice of wiles
learned in white Civilization, makes himself emperor.
ing

approaches.

The day of reckon-

Jones nees to the forest ~re he has hidden provisions

and money for his journey.

Somehow he loses his path.

Frantic at having lost his way, he becomes aware of black,
shapeless figures creeping toward him, their tlow, mocking laughter like
a rustling of leaves."

These are the Little Formless Fears that are

attacking him, and with a yell of' terror Jones shoots at them.

Then he

sees before him the image of Jeff, his fellow Pullman porter whom he had
killed.

Shouting in rage Jones again shoots.

along which marches a familiar chain gang.

Now he notioes a road

Hypnotized, Jones joins it.

Soon the phantom Prison Guard lashes him with his whip.

Jones fires

his revolver at him and nees.
He reaches a clearing, and is paralyzed wi tb. horror to find
himself surrounded by men and women in the costumes of the prewar South.
They are examining batches of sla.ves presented to them by the Auctioneer
who orders Jones to the auotion block.

f

Jones fires again twice.

In the moonlight. he imagines he sees two rows of black galleyslaves, swaying to and fro as t.hough in a moving Ship.

Jones joins them,
e·

finally running from t.hem deeper into the forest.
Jones is now confronted by the congo1fitch Doctor, who calls
on him to offer himself as a sacrifice to a crocodile god.
his last and silver bullet against the crocodile.

Jones uses

66
The drama closes with shots in the distance; the scene is the
edge of the forest.

Jones is carried in dead.

In his terror he had

circled to his starting point.
The first scene, in the paJ.ace, i4' '..pure realism with a blend
of prophetic forboding and introduction of minutiae 'Which are dramatically
recalled through the six scenes of fantasy.
Jones is a tragic figure.
for by the digni. ty and greatness
even his evil ones.

o~

His outwtrd failure is compensated
his character.

His actions are big,

He tells Smithers:

Dare t s little stealm' like you does and dere' s big
steal.in' like I does. For de little stealin' dey
gi ts you in jail soon or late. For de big stealin'
dey makes you Emperor and puts you in de Hall 0'
Fame when you croaks. 12

His tragedy is the tragedy of othello; they were both men of too great
an imagination.

Hi- success was IIplayin' out J1I3' bluff." 13 But Fear

called his bluff.
Foreshadowing of his death by the silver bullet is admirably
done in the first scene when Jones casually remarks, "Five lead an' dis
silver baby at de last.

Don.t she shine pretty,"

12 Eugene O'Neill,
13 Loco cit.

14

Loc. cit.

14

and "She's JJCT

~ Plays (New York, 1932), p. 9.

f

o·
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rabbi tis foot." 15 In the last scene Lam says, "lIy mens dey got um
silver bullets.

Lead bullet no kill

him."

16

EVen Smithers admits Jones t

greatness when he says, "Silver bullets J Gawd bl1mey, but yer died in the

.. ...

I

'eighth

0'

style, any tow l

It

17

;

The exposition is laid down clearly in the opening scene, unlike
most expressionistic dramas, but from that time on the play is a piling
up of emotion, typical of expressionistic

tec~ques.

Brutus' mental disintegration begins almost from the rising of
the curtcq.n.

The crisis has occurred.

His subjects have abandoned him.

He is still, for the present, able to retain the veneer of civilized
superiori ty, voicing his feelings for the nlow-fiung wood t sniggers l

II

18

He is contained and arrogant.
Three-thuty. Sundown's at six-thuty or dereabouts. (Puts his watch back with cool confidence)
I got plenty 0 t time to make it easy. 19

Let dem try deir heathen tricks. De Baptist
Church done pertect me and land dem all in hell. 20

15 Ibid., p. 10.

--=-.,

16 Ib'd

p.

34.

17 Ibid., p. 35.

--=-.,

18 Ib'd
19

t

p. 12.

Ibid., p. 13.

20 Ibid., p. 15 •

.,
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Yet even in the first scene fear has opened the door.
(From the distant hills comes the first faint, steady
thump of a tom-tom, low and vibrating. It starts at a
rate exactly corresponding to normal pulse beat - 72
to the minute - and continues at a gradually accelerating rate from this point uninterrlliPlfadly to the very
end of the play.)
(Jones starts at the sound. A strange look of apprehension cree~s into his face for a moment as he
listens ••••• ) 2
•
The drum-beats of approaching disaster symbolized spmething
physical which hounded the fleeing Jones.

O'Neill explains the genesis

of the drum-beat dominated play:
one day I was reading of the religion feasts in
the Congo and the uses to which the drum is put there:
how it starts at a normal pulse and is slowly intensified until the heart-beat of everyone present corresponds to the frenzied beat of the drum. This was an
idea and an experiment. How would this sort of thing
work on an audience in a theater? The effect of the
tropical forest on the human imagination was honestly
come by. It was the result of my own expe~ence while
prospecting for gold in Spanish Honduras.
Dickenson speaks glowingly of this technique, as of the use of
phantoms.
Seldom have the instrumentalities of the theatre
been employed so effectively for terror, and to deepen
the knowledge of the hidden traits of primitive man.
The use of the reverberating drum to imply the deeper
rhythms of life £rom which the Emperor was seeking to

21

Ibid., p.

f

..

lJt..

22 Barrett H. Clark, Eugene O'Neill:

~ ~ ~!!!! plap,p. 57.
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escape
was to
one of
Let no

by his tricke:ry of civilization; a rhythm that
swallow him up as the tide laps the sand, is
the creative achievements of the modern theatre.
one dismiss it as a mere stunt. 23

.

"From the beginning to end, the audience hears the sound of
tom-toms.

• "7

And the rhythm acts as powerfully on the audience as it does

on Jones in the play."

24

The next six scenes are monologues Jhich describe the successive mental states which fear and hunger induce in Jones.

limi ted to Jones' monologu.e of rising terror.
lies in the stage picture of pantomime.

Speech is

Much of its effectiveness

There is no orderly structure

of acts building to a climax; instead, its whole duration is one drawnout climax, due to the use of the tom-toms.
The turning point which leads to Jones' inevi table destruction
is his failure to find the hidden cache he had prepared for his escape.
Ain't heah J Gorry, is I in de right place or isn't
I ••• Is I lost de place? )(Ust have J But how dat
happen when I was followin' de trail across de plain
in broad daylight? •• How come all dese white stones
come heah when I only remembers one? •• Nigger, is you
gone crazy mad? •• (He stares at the plain bel:U.nd him
apprehensively, his hand .on his revolver.) 25
'!he soliloquies, or monologues, are expressionistic devices for
furnishing the audience sensibly (audibly) with the inner thoughts of

23 Playwrights of ~ ~ American Theat1"e, p. 107.

24

H. G. Kemelman, "Eugene O'Neill and the highbrow melodrama, ft

Bookman, p. 491.

25

Eugene O'Neill, Ope cit., pp. 16-19_

f
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Jones.

They are in character but are certainly not meant to be naturalis-

tic mumblings of the negro fugitive to

~elf.

They are heightened

emotionally by a more than surface translation of Jones' verbalisms.
The first of the visibly express:i,4)iJi,stic devices, which must
o

have burdened the producer in attempting to carry out, (a difficulty
inherent in the plastic staging of most expressionistic dramas) was the

.

concrete presentation of the Little Formless Fears.
Xhey creep out from the deeper blackness of the forest.
They are black, shapeless, only their glittering little
eyes can be seen. If they have any describable form at
all it is that of a grubworm about the size of a creeping child. They m.ove noiselessly, but with deliberate,
pa:i.nful effort, striving to raise ~~emselves on end,
failing, and sinking prone again.
In the second monologue the beating of the tom-tom has become
quicker and louder as the nightmare Pollman porter whom Jones had
murdered appears to the audience.
He is throwing a pair of dice on the ground before him,
picking them up, shaking them, casting them out with
the regular~ rigid, mechanical movements of an
automaton. 7
1he mechanization of characters, typical of the distortion producing

f

devices of the expressionist, appears for the first time.
Interior disintegration is indicated in the course of this

26 Ibid., p. 19 •.

27 Ibid., p. 21.

..
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.'

monologue when Jones, losing his braggadocio, says, -:Majesty J Dar ain't
]IlUch majesty 'bout dis baby now," 28

and

(starting toward the other, forgetful 'for a moment of
his surroundings and really believing it is a living
man that he sees - in a tone of~y relief) Jeff J
I'se sho' glad to see you J Dey tol t me you done died
from datrazor cut I gives you. 29

.

After Jones has realized the vision is not real and has wasted
another of his bullets, Jeff disappears.
restored.

Jones' mental balance has been

But Fear, which remains, is indicated by his 'Words, "Dey's

gittin' near J Dey's collin' fastJ And heah I is shootin t shots to let '8m
know jes' ..bar I is1 Oh, Gorry, !fse got to run." ~
Scene Four ia setting calls for a road Which "glimmers ghastly
and unreal.

It is as if the forest had stood aside momentarily to let

the road pass through and aocomplish its veiled purpose." 31
The hysteria of Jones has inoreased.

"I'm meltin I wid heat 1

.

Runnin' and runnin' an' runnin J Damn dis heah coat J "

32

His mind is

powerless against his fear and again his ghosts appear, this time as a

28

f

~.,

p. 22.

29 Loc. cit.

» Loc.

cit.

-=-..,

31 !bOd

p. 23.

32 Loo. cit.

..
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negro chain gang.

"Their movements, like those of Jeff in the preceding

scene, are those of automatons -

rigid, slow, and mechanical." 33 Jones

joins the line and, after being struck by" his guard turns upon this
figment of his ilIlagination.

.

1- ..;

(lbeY' stand fixed in motionless attitudes thei.r eyes
on the ground_ The guard seems to wait expectantly,
his back turned to the attacker. Jones bellows wi. th
baffied, terrified rage, tugging fI"Tticallyat his
revolver.)
I kills you, you "hite debil, if it's de last
thing I evah does J Ghos t or debil, I kill you &gin 1
(He frees the re'Volver and fires point blank at the
guard's back. InstantlY' the walls of the forest
close in from both sides, the road and the figures
'of the convict gang are blotted out in an enshrouding
darlmess.) .34
'
Note the rising terror in the opening of Jones 1 fifth scene:
"Oh, J.a;wd, Lad J OH, La."d, Lawd 1 Lawd Jesus, heah my prayer, lise a
po' sinner, a po 1 sinner J I knows I done wrong, I knows it 1" 35

c

In long stage directions O'Neill describes the pantomime of the

slave auction.

(Again "there is something stiff, rigid, unreal,

marionettish about their movements.".36)

33 Ibid., p. 24.

34

!bid. , p. 25.

35 -2::..-,
!bOd p. 26.

36~., p. 27.

Jones, imagining (reTerting to

.'

f

rr
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savagery one more step)

that he is being sold at auction, saves himself

by firing on the auctioneer.

"As 1£ this were a si.gnal the walls of the

forest fold in. It 37 And again plastic scenery must find. a way of visualizing the end of this nightmare scene.

.. .4.

In next to the last scene which visualizes Jones' fear-obsessed

brain, he imagines himself among the naked, rowing ship-slaves.

.

sway

As they

a low, melancholy murmur rises among them, increasing
gradually by rhythmic degrees which seem to be directed
and controlled by the throb of the tom-tom in the distance, to a long, tremulous wail of despair that reaches
a certain pitch, unbearably acute, then falls by slow 38
gradations of tone into silence and is taken up again.
The light fades and Jones scrambles away.
In the last of Jones' nightmare scenes the monologue presents

the epitome of fearj in conj\1Ilction wi til the monologue is presented
probably the most expressionistic setting and characterization in the
entire playas Jones becomes the victim in a primitive sacrifice to a
reptile god.

This scene represents the complete mental disintegration

through fear of the once learless and godlike Janes.

f

Almost super-human feats of acting, as well as of staging,
deSigning, and manipulation, are required by the stage directions.

31 ~., p. 28.
38 Ibid., p. 29.

..
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(Crawling away from the altar, he [Jones] cowers close .'
to the ground, his face hidden, his shoulders heaving
wi12l sobs of hysterical fright •••• He nees, he is pursued by" devils, he hides, he nees again. Ever wilder
and wilder becomes the flight, nearer and nearer draws
the pursuing evil, more and more the spirit of terror
gains possession of him •••• Jones p~ become completely
hypnotized •••• Finally the theme or ..the pantomime halts
on a howl of despair, and is taken up again in a note
of savage hope. There is salvation. The forces of
eTil demand. sacrifice •••• Jones seems to sense the
meaning of this •••• ) 39
With his last bullet, Jones trees himself of this apparition and lies
lfhimpering with fear as the curtain falls.
With Jones grovelling on the ground, the scene shifts to the
edge

of the forest, the tom-toms loud and continuous as the heart-beat of

Jones.

tis i8 the only expressionistic device employed in the last soene.

John Gassner sums the play up:
It was a tour de force by virtue of its cumulative
excitations, its amplification of the 011$ aot form in
eight shor t scenes, and its singular evocation of
anxiety and terror} a psychological s1lldy was inherent
in the accoUDt of Emperor Jones' atavistio fears; and
a social panorama was provided by" Jones' recapi tulation
of the experiences and sufferings of his race. 40
What we have seen are not mere phantoms, moreover.

,.,.

"They are reality to
f

Jones, they"

!::! Jones." 41

39 Ibid., pp. 31-32.

40

Op. cit., p.

..

652.

41. Dickenson, Playwrights ~ ~ !:! American 'J.heatre, p. 107.

In virtually every aspect

~
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.'

Emperor Jones is expressionistic

as can be seen from the analysis and example given here:
In method, it was 'Visual and audible presentation ot the mind
,
0 .L

Jones obsessed by tear, a presentation on,. .two
planes ot reality: actual
."

and psychic.
In subject, it dealt with atavism in the negro race, a common
theme in expressionistic drama.
In plot, it depended for effect upon incident and intensitica-

tion rather than logical developmentj exposition was brief, and complication negligent.

In charac ter, it relied upon the psychological soliloquy, the
stylization of characters as seen by Jones, and presentational acting on
the part of the actor who portrayed Jones.
Setting required ingenuity, speed, and preCision, without which
the mood, the complete impact desired by O'Neill, would have been impossibltt

f

..

.'
()n.l.y twelve months after

~
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Emperor Jones, appeared what some

oritics consider O'Neill's most expressionistic drama, ~ Hairy Ape.

Again

o'Neill is interested in evolutionary man.

lie"; is not in the least concern-

ed wi ttl the social problems of Yank.

reall~

at all.

He is

not concerned with Yank

His interest is with the inner cOnfii'lts of man "midway between

the hairy ape he has left behind him and the evolving human race to which
he is not yet conscious that he belongs."

42

O'Neill is explicit in explaining his theme.
The Hairy Ape was propaganda in the sense taat it was
a syllibol orman, who has lost his old harmony with
nature, the harmony which he used to have as an
anjmal, and has DOt yet acquired in a spiritual way.
Thus, not being able to find it on earth nor in
heaven, he's in the middle trying to make peace,
taking the "woist punches from bot' ot tem." This
idea was expressed in Yank's speech. 43
'lbe moral of the play involves not merely an attack upon
capi talism.

The world which it presents is a world disordered because its

inhabi tants have lost touch wi ttl things larger than themselves at the very
IIOment when they thought they had not so much lost touch wi th as conquered
them.

Here those things are symbolized rather vaguely, perhaps, by the sea •

..
42 Anita Block, The Changing World in Plays and Theatres (New
York, 1939), p. 147.
-:-43 Frank O'Hara, Today in American Drama. (Chicago, 1939), p. 243.·

,

.'
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ShiPS have rendered themselves independent of it but the result is that

the seaman is brutalized while the passenger has become tri'Vial.
It is the tragedy of vision thwarted by ignorance.
symbol of those dreams of usefulness and

po~7 which

44

Yank is a

ma7 glorify a sub-

stratum of society and which are blasted by bewildering contact with the
social set-up as a whole.

45 Unfortunately, as O'Neill stated:

The public saw just the stoker, notj,the symbol and the
symbol makes the play importcn t or jus t another play.
Yank can't go forward, and so he tries to go back.
tis is what his shaldng hands with the gorilla meant.
But he can't go back to "belonging" either. The
gorilla kills bim.. The subject here is the same ancient
one that always was and always will be the ODe subject
for drama, and that is man and his struggle 111 th his
own fate. The struggle used to be with the gods, bIlt
is now w1 th himself, his own past, his attempt to
belong. 46
His method is not that of a realist but of a poet striving for
short cuts of expression, new dramatic devices, which will release the
imagination as the older verse drama. used to do.

The play is modern in

purpose, modern in experimental technique, but in a sense is reaching
back from realism. toward something very old -

the spiritual vision and
f

fervor of the past.

44

Joseph Wood K;r1ltch, American Drama since 1918

1939), p. 89.

----

(New York,

45 w. P. Eaton, "O'Neill new risen attic stream?" American
Scholar, p. .308.

46

Frank O'Hara,

OPe

cit., p. 243.
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"The action of the drama is transferred from the outer 'WOrld
into the consciousness of Yank.

He sets forth to avenge himself, and from

this moment on .. no longer see our 'World but bis;"

47

sinister dolls on Fifth Avenue, the cage in :.Drison,
the
, "7
in the zoo who is not his brother but his

en~

(the fragUe,

:rww,

the gorilla

and conqueror.)

"O'Neill

••• studies relentlessly a suffering mind. and finds visualized emotional
expression for what is discovered." 48

•

What was unquestionably effective in the play,
and. assumed tremendous proportions at the time of the

original. production because of its novelty, was
O'Neill's use of the stark and brutal. He employed
realistic material. in settings, language, and character, in an unrealistic, highly imaginative manner; and
the hurly-burly, the dirt and noise, the fantastic
violence of the stage picture with its steel bastions
and flaming open furnaces, and its sense of fran~~,
agonizing toU opened new vistas in the theatre.
All of these criticisms point toward a definitely expressionistic type of drama.

From the very title (A comedy of Ancient and ]lodern

life) the audience expects more than a mere naturalistic case history.
The plot concerns a super-stoker, Yank, who discovers his

shortcomings fram a chance meeting with one of the passengers, cultured
f

and weal thy lIildred.

47

He has hitherto considered himself the Atlas of the

L. Lewisohn, "Development of Eugene O'Neill,"

Nation,

f'.

350.

48 G. P. Baker, "O'Neill's first decade," Yale Review, p. 791.
49 Eleanor Flemer, American Playwrights (New york, 1938),
p. lSI.
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'World, but stung by ltildred's revulsion at his grimy appearance he throws
up his job and goes forth to find a place where he can belong, as well as

to aV'enge himself on those who have destroyed his self-confidence by their
Sllperiori ty.
But Yank, the half-brute, cannot belong, and even bis fellowworkers of the In, who are comparatively educated and realistically
purposeful, will haV'e Done of him or of his plin to blow up the factories.
His attempt to avenge himself on the rich also failing, he seeks the cQmpanionship of a gorilla in the zoo and discovers that he does Dot belong

to the brute world. either when the beast crushes him to death.

In this

schematic tragedy ot the halt-man, O'Neill dramatized, as it were, the
theory of evolution.

"His nightmarish exploration ot the unfamiliar world

of a metropolis is a series of discoveries which leave hil1l crushed by the
realization that he does not belong to anything." 50
As in The Emperor Jones
the actual sequence of occurrences is devoid of wnat
we call complication. Moreover, the effect ot consecutive action is minimized by the representation ot
the bigh points of the plot in abrupt scenes which
seem adaptations of the technique of expressionism. 51

50 Joseph lbod KrUtch,
p. 166.

OPe

cit.,

p~ 88.

51 Fred B. tillett,' ~ Art of ~ Drama

f

..
(New York, 1935),

~"

.'
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The effect produced is the result of a piling up of incident as seen

through the eyes of Yank.

Young says of the plot:

"He [O'Neill] has con-

trol of a flow of compelling emotion and a strange quivering intensity
that is not equalled in recent English drama,.
If. 52
.., "7
The last five' scenes are ominous, nightmar events crowded into
a fantastic picture of despair.
effort to get even.
in his pursuit

They reveal his hurt, bewildered, furious

The buffetings which the 'tnruffied world deals him

ot this revenge are all pictured in "short, stabbing scenes

so distorted and so fantastic that it takes on the bad dream accent and
aspect of an ugly fable."

53

In this play the au thor has frankly gone beyond
the limits of a personal complication and has made his
play out of generalized actions and characters. The
Hairy' Ape is shaped like a man but is more than aliin.
LI1Ci iCUI'ptors t figures ot Death and The 1hiDker, he is
modeled after a man, but he transcends man •••• Such a
play as this has many of the quill ties of allegory. ell.Each
character, each action carries a general meaning. ;;11.,.

Except tor one isolated scene and for a chorus of stokers, the
play is practically a monologue.

In place of realism we have here, slowly

increasing in intensity, a method of speech and action which converts Yank
f
himse~

into a kind of mouthpiece tor the submerged toilers of 111e world,

52 5.

p. 166.

Ioung,"Eug~

O:'Ne111,". New Republic, p. 307.

.'

53

Alexander 1I'0ollcott, Shouts and Murmurs (New york, 1922),

54

Dickenson, Playwrights of the New American Theatre, p. 109.

.'
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and the other stokers into a chorus which has only a mass individuality.

"'!'heir speech and laughter are 'stylized,' as the technical phrase has it,
cut to a pattern that we may be helped to accept them as a mass." 55
Yank's rough, coarse language cOJ!!s..;Qut in shprt sentences, with
reiterated phrases.
reached -

By'

the time the second scene in the torecastle is

Scene Four of the play -

the men often not only speak together,

but all repeat the same word, in chorus.
Perhaps O'Neill did not do this consciously, however, since he
states:
I personally do not believe that an idea can be
readily put over to an audience except through characters. When it sees ttl },(antt and itA. Woman" - just
abstractions, it loses the human contact by which it
identifies i tsel! with the protagonist of the play_
The character of Yank reJM,ins a man and every one
recognizes him as such. 56
But Barrett H. Clark comments:
I think. 0 'Neill is mistaken in believing that
Yank "remains a man." He has human attributes, but
"he is a symbol...... At least I teel this to be
true in the case of .Yank. He iS5supernatural' more
or less an abstraction, an idea. 7
The men and women of fashion are made, by masks or heavy make-up,
as alike as so many mechanical dolls, "because to Yank they are all alike-

55 ..at tar P. Eaton, Drama

~

England (New York, 1925), p. 335.

56 Eugene O'Neill, ttThe Hairy Ape," American }'(agazine, p_ 122.
57 Barrett H. Clark, Eugene O'Neill:
Rev. ed., (New York, 1936), p. 75.

the

~

and
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plays,
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_rely a useless

cl~ss,

who have no real existence for. him -

real that when he hits one, he bounces off.
in the gorilla cage is sheer symbolism."

on

a Sunday Ilorning on Fifth

and yet so

The f'inal. scene of the play

58

Aven~."

Yank seeks to assuage the

-vround in his soul which self-doubt has in£1icted, by behaving like a
hooligan among the church crowd, bumping viciously into the men and insulting the WODen.

itA simpering sup6r1.ority '&s rendered by putting the

actors into masks.

It was sound psychologically and interpreted the

characters through Yank's impaSSioned delirium."

59

O'Neill gives the keynote of the entire drama with his first
stage directions.

They require expert staging.

A contused, inchoate uproar swelling into a sort
of unity, a meaning - the bewildered, furious, baffled
defiance of' a beast in a cage ••••
The treatment of this scene, or of any other scene
in the play, should by no Ileans be naturalistic. The
effect sought atter is a cramped space in the bowels
of a ship, imprisoned by whi. te steel •••• The gailing
crushes down •••• 1hey cannot stand upright.
The dream world is called upon to contribute irrational elements capable
of intensifYing the atmosphere of the play which would otherwise fall
fiat.

Jones and Throckmorton designed the forecastle bunks and prison

cell in distorted perspective. 61

58

Eaton,

OPe

cit., p.

59 J. Corbin, "O'Neill

.'
~.(.

3~.

and Aeschylus,"

00' .
Eugene O'Neill, Nine
61 )(.
p. 212.

f

Oliver

Sayler,

our

Pl~

Sat R Lit, p. 694.

(New York, 1932), p. 39.

American 'lheatre

(New York, 1923),
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.'

The symbolism of the characters is immediately apparent.
J]l8Il

"111e

themselves should resemble these pictures in which the appearance ot

Neanderthal Man is guessed at." 62 Yank is " ••• broader, fiercer, more
truculent, more powerful, more sure ot

hims~lf
•

highly developed individual."

than the rest ••• their most

"7

63

An intensity of language which is by no means naturalistlc
accompanies their appearance.

'!heir make-up:h stylized.

"His face is

extremely monkey-like with all the sad, patlent pathos of that animal
in his small eyes."

64 And four times in

chorus ot the crew is directed,

the course of the first act the

"The chorused word has a brazen metalic

quali ty as if their throats were phonograph horns.
general uproar of hard barking laughter. 11

It is followed by a

65

The monologues ot Yank are the voice of the entlre crew.

They

are colloquial, realistic, crude, often vulgar, but with an articulateness, a certain verbosity, an intensity which is hardly in character it
it is to be considered as realistic interpretation.

For example:

Shut up, yuh lousy boob J 1Ihere d 'yuh get dat tripe?
Home, he11l 1'11 make a home for yuh J I'll knock y.nh
dead. Home l T'hell wit home J Where d'yuh get dat
tripe? Dis is home, see? lIhat dtyuh want wit Home?
I runned away trom mine when I was a kid. On ty too .
glad to beat it, dat was me. Home was lickings tor me,
da t' s all. But yuh can bet hour shoi t no one ain't
never licked me since J lfanter try it, my of youse?
62 Eugene O'Neill, Ope cit., p. 39.

63 Ibid., p. 40.

64
65

Ibid., p.
Ibid., p.

42.
42.

,.,.

f

..

HUh 1 I guess n~t. Ooils wai tin I for you, huh? Aw,
helll Dat's all tripe. Dey don't wait for no .one.
Deytd double-cross yuh tor a nickel. DeY're all tarts,
ge·t.me? Treat lem rough, .dat.s me. To hell_ut 'em.
Tarts" dati s lIhat, de whole bunch ot •em. 66
.

84

.'

.

There is an eloquence, a passion ,1B...,. all of Yank's long monologues •

67 This same quality is apparent in the monologues of Paddy, who represents
the soul which bas found his place in life the circle of gorillas.

but too late to break from

.

Nights when the foam of th8 wake would be flaming wid
fire, when the sky'd be blazing and winking ldd stars.
Or the .full of the moon maybe. Then you' d see her
driving through the gray night, her sails stretching
aloft all silver and white, not a sound on the deck, the
lot ot us dreaming dreams, till you I d believe I twas no
real ship at all you was on but a ghost ship_ •••
Is it one wid this yould be, Yank - black smoke
trom the funnels smudging the sea, smudging the
decks -- the bloody engines pounding and throbbing ,
and shaking - wid divil a sight of sun or a breath
of clean air - choking our lungs wid coal dust breaking our backs and hearts in the hell of the
stokehole - feeding the bloody furnace - feeding our
11ves along wid the coal, I'm thinking - caged in by
steel from a sight of the sky like bloody apes in the
Zoo 1 6ts
The scene closes with the second striking, or expressionistic
feature, of the chorus -

again indicating their symbolism:

66 Ibid., p. 43.

--=--,

67 lb· d
68

p.

44.

Ibid., pp. 46-47.

.'
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(Eight bells sound, murned, vibrating through the
steel walls as if some enormous brazen gong were imbedded in the heart of the ship. All the men jump up
mechanically, file through the door silently close
upon each other's heels tg what is very like a
prisoner's lock-step ••• ) 9

.

.. 47

After presenting Yank, O'Neill presents the symbol of brittle,
hollow Jt&Il, refined away to a dead calx, in the person of
Stylization again appears.

Mi~dred.,

She is describedy an "artificial" figure,

"inert and disharmonious ••• looking as if the vi ta.lity of her stock had
been sapped before she was conceived, so that she is the expression not
of its life energy but merely of "the artificialities that energy had won
of i tsel! in the spending." 70
This anemia of character is indicated both in stage directions

and speech throughout the second scene.

"Mildred. (in a passionless tone)

•••• I'm afraid I have neither the vitality nor integrity.
burnt out in our stock before I was born" 71

All that was

and "I inherit the acquired ,,.,.

trai t of the by-product, wealth, but none of the energy, none of the

strength of the steel that made it." 72
Having presented the extremes in the human evolution, O'Neill
brings them together in the third scene.
scene has been increased.

69 Ibid., p. 49.
70 Ibid., p. 50.

71

~.,

p. 51.

72 Ibid., p. 52.

The nightmare quality of this

The crew shovels "with a strange, awkward,

..

f
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'/

swinging rhythm."

As in

~

.'

Emperor Jones, O'Neill once again uses sound

to in tensi.fy the ac tion.
there is a tumult or noise -- the brazen clang ot the
furnace doors as they are flung open or slammed shut,
the grating teeth-gritting grind;,pt., steel against
steel, ot crunching coal. This clash ot sound stuns
one's ears with its rending dissonance. But there
is order in it, rhythm, a mechanical regulated recurrence, a tempo. And rising above all, the
monotonous throbbing beat or the eniinas. 73
Their mechanical actions are accompanied by Yank's mechanical
"chanting tormula of the gallery gods at the six-day bike race, tt 74
which is broken into by the "inexorable Whistle. It

In a fit or insane

anger Yank ublinks upward through the murk trying to find the owner or
the 1Ih:LstJ.e, he brandishes his shovel murderously over his head. in one
hand, pounding on his chest, gorilla-like, with the other, shouting."
Unknown to him Mildred is s tanding watching.

75

Here O'Neill requires super-

human acting on the part or JIildred:
••• during his speech she has listened, paralyzed with
horror, . terror, her whole personality crushed, beaten
in, collapsed, by the terrific impact ot this unknown,
abysma1 brutality, naked and shameless. 76
Act Four is plainly the mind or Yank audibly sensible in a long
monologue punctuated by the chorus or saUors who repeat his last word:

..
73 Ibid., p.
74 Ibid., p.

75 Ibid.
-'
76 Ibid.

p.

55.
56.
58.

f
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(All.

Love J;

All. Law 1;

All. Governmentsl J All. God 1;

.'

All.

Damn

.fool1 ) 77
Dimly Yank sees that he has in same way been humiliated and resolves to have his revenge. 78 Now as the i1.lY develops it grows more and
more fantastic, leaving realism behind and adopting the devices which

aerman expressionism had

made familiar, and which O'Neill had employed in

•

the first two plays discussed.

Everything is presented, not as it is, but as
it would seem to the by now disordered mind of Yank.
Fifth Avenue, a region of shops displ¢ng artLcles of
fantastic luxury, bearing price cards marked with astronomical figures, is inhabited by a race of frock-coated
robots incap'able of becoming aware of even his physical.
existence. 79
The procession on Fifth Avenue confused quite a few.
ed to them out of the picture of realistic life.

It appear-

To O'Neill it was

only an experiment differing not in ld.nd, but in degree, for the entire
play was a picture. of Yank's struggle upward toward a spiritual growth.
This is complete expressionism.

The entire scene and, in fact,

the last four scenes with the exception of the
eyes of Yank.

seen through the
f

He attacks the crowd. returning from church.

---=-..,

77 lb· d

pp. 60, 61,

62.

78 Ibid., pp. 63-64.
,

nnr are

79 Krutch,

OPe

cit., p.

88.

e'
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(The crowd .rrom church enter from the right, sauntering
slowly and ar.rectedly, their heads held st1.rfiy up,
looking neither to right nor left, talking in toneless,
simpering voices. '!he women are rouged, calcimined,
dyed, overdressed to the nth degree. The men are in
prince Alberts, high hats, spats, canes, etc. A procession of gaudy marionettes, yet. lIi th something o.r the
relentless horror of Fr~steins 1n their detached,
mechanical 'Wlawareness.)

.'

Yank's monologue is an audible expression of his actually unvoiced hatred. 81

The crowd refuses to recoJtze him.

"Without seeming

to see him, they make wide detours to avoid the spot where he stands ••••
The Lady Stalks by without a look, wi. thout a change of pace •••• He turns
in a rage on the men, bUllping viciously into them but not jarring them the
least bit.

Rather it is he who recoils after each collision •••• He lets

drive a terrific swing, his fist landing full on the fat gentleman's face.
But the gentleman stands unmoved as if nothing had happened.a 82

The scene ends as Yank is hauled off to jail for disturbing
the peace.

'!he prison scene is also distorted through the mind of Yank,

.Mir

wi th the cells extending back until they "disappear in the dark background

as if they ran on, numberless into infinity. 11 83
He sees his imprisonment as a conspiracy of the Steel Trust to
cage him for :M1.1dred:

"Sure -

her old man -

president of de Steel

..
80 Eugene O'Neill,

OPe

81 Ibid., p. 70.
82 Ibid., pp. 70-72.
83 Ibid., p. 72.

cit., p. 69.

f
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'

'trust -

makes half de steel in de world -

belonged -

drivin' trou
.

movin' -

me in for her to spit onl .. 84

steel -

in dat -

where I tought I

to make her. -

and cage

The intensity of his feeling is indicat-

ed when he grabs the bars of the cell in a J>~ tion "like a monkey's, he
gives a great 1fl'ench backwards.
under his tremendous strength. n

The bar bends like a licorice stick

85

•

Scene Seven relies more on naturalistic interpretation than
any other scene in the play.

By the contrast of its "cheap, banal,

commonplace and uruaysterious" 86 with the insane vagaries of Yank,
O'Neill succeeded better in indicating Yank's progressive madness. 87
The scene ends with a typically expressionistic monologue. 88
The last scene, with its symbolism akin to
is the monkey house at the Zoo.

~

Emperor Jones,

In one cage crouches a gorilla.

Yank

comes in hope that in the brute world to which he has been relegated by
the world of men, he may find a welcome.

The long monol.ogue addressed

to the gorilla measures Yank's inner confusion and the fullness of
O'Neillts expressionism.

The setting is conceived expressionistically_
f

84 Ibid., p. 77.

85

-86

Loc. cit.

~., p.

e'

78.

87 Ibid., pp. 80, 82.
88 Ibid., p. 83.

"one

90

.'

spot of clear gray light falls on the front of one cage •••• On the

cage a sign from which the word "gorilla" stands out." 89

For the

remainder of the play Yank, in monologue, puzzles out his position in the
scheme of lite until, feeling that he is aJ1i,other of the gorilla, Yank
releases the gorilla.
(VIi th a spring he wraps his huge arms around Yank
in a murderous hug. There is a cra.flkling snap of
crushed ribs - a gasping cry, stin mocking, from
Yank) ••• Even him didn't tink I belonged •••• (He 'slips
in a heap on the floor and dies. The monkeys se t up
a chattering, whimpering wail. And, perhaps, the
Hairy Ape at last belongs.) 90
Again, to a great extent, O'Neill has employed expressionistic
devices.

In conception the entire piece is meant to be molded by the

mind of Yank.

Clearest in its concretion of the abstract are

Five and Eight -

S~es

by the action, setting, dialogue, and action.

There is virtually no exposition (the audience is plunged in
medias ::!!) and after the Jresentation of character, no complication.
The climax of Scene Eight, after a mounting accwnulation of incident and
progression of emotional intensity, is followed iDlllediately,

as

in The
I

Emperor Jones, by the rapid conclusion or denouement.
Oharacters from the beginning are stylized in make-up, action,
and dialogue -- Yank, the Orell', Mildred, and the Oapitalists.
e'

Finally, throughout the play, but particularly in Scenes Five
and Eight, setting is distorted and

89

~.,

p. 84 • .

90 Ibid., pp. 81-88.

s~olic

of 'What Yank sees.

-
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the Fountain
~

91

Fountain is not expressionistic except for Scene Ten, which

is very evidently so -

from setting to character portrayal.

The story

is that of Juan Ponoe de Leon and his pursuit of the Fountain of Youth •

.
.....
In his last years he is obsessed ld th a desire to reoapture

he had not claimed in his youth.

the love which

With the appearance of Beatriz, the

daughter of the noblewoman who had loved him.,je is inspired to seek the
Fountain, regain his lost youth, and return to ldn her love.

All his life

had been spent in a vague yearning, so dear to hearts of so many O'Neill
creations, for a faith.

The Fountain is the symbol of that faith.

Nano, the Indian guide, who has been tortured into acting as a
guide to Juan and his men, is actually leading them to destruction.

In

order to trap Juan, Nano leads him to a pond deep in the forest where
the Indians lie in watt to slay him.
In the closing seconds of this scene, the ninth, Juan has drunk:
~

of the water, realizes the perfidy of Nano, and is left dying by the
Indians who have leapt upon b:i.pl.
In Scene Ten, which occurs "some hours later," we see the
phantoms of JUan's mind as he is apparently dying.
in The Emperor Jones,

~

The Whole scene, as

Hairy Ape, and the closing scene of Dynamo, is

one long soliloquy uttered by the dying Juan.

At the very outset of-the

scene, as he is praying for the miracle of youth, the vision, the setting
takes on the color of his crazed mind.

f

92
(But even as he speaks a strange unearthly light
begins to nood down upon a spot on the edge of the
clearing on the right ••••

.'

Beneath the growing light a form takes shape - a
tall woman's figure, like a piece of ancient sculpture,
shrouded in long draperies of a blue that is almost
black. The face is a pale mask 1f,i.t)l features indistinguishable save for the eyes tnatl' stare straight ahead with a stony penetration that sees through and
beyond things. Her arms are rigid at her Sides, the
palms of the hands turned outward.) 91
This figure is death as imagined in"'the mind of JUan.

Springing

up in the midst of the unearthly light the Fountain of Youth seems to

appear.
• •• the same mys tical light floods down slowly
about the spring, 'Which is transformed into a . gigantic
fountain, whose waters, arched with rainbows, seem to
join earth and sky, forming a shimmering veU, which
hides the background of forest. The form of Beatriz
appears wi thin as if rising from the spring. She
dances in ec~tasy - the personified spirit of the
fountain. 9

Then follow in rapid succession four visions.
four figures:
Fountain to

The first is of

a Chinese (who had first made mol'm the existence of the

manki nd),

the Moor (who was murdered in the first scene, after

having sung the song of the Fountain), Hano (the Indian guide who had bef

trayed.JUan and his followers), and Luis (Juan's friend who had become a
Dominican).

All four join hands, uniting the world from East to West in

91 ~ Plays of Eugene O'Neill, p. 438.

92 Ibid., p. 439.

.'
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the belief in the Fountain.
his past history.

All four are actually conjured by Juaa' out of

,1s they vanish he hears the voice of Beatriz singing

the song of the Fountain:

Life is'a field
Forever grol'dng
Beauty a fountain
Forever fiawing
Upward beyond the source of sunshine
Upward beyond the azure heaven,
Born of God but
Ever returning
To merge with earth that the field may live. 93

In the second vision, Juan sees the same four
and disappear success!vely in the midst of the Fountain.
Chinese'poet, "robed as a Buddhist priest,"
"dressed as a priest of Islam, It

fi~es

appear

First the

then the Moorisn minstrel,

then the Medicine man, "decked out in

all the paint and regalia of his office, n

and las tly Luis "the Dominican

monk of the present." 94
O'Neill intends these two visions to mean that "All faiths they vanish -

are one and equal -- wi thin -

'What are you, Fountain?

That from lIhich all life springs and to which it DIllst return -

God!

It

95

In the third vision an old woman appears who at the touch of

his hand becomes Baatriz.

Juan suddenly realizes this.

93 Ibid., p.

440.

94 Ibid., p.

441.

95 ~., p.

441.

"Baatriz J ,1ge-

.'

f

you th -

.'

They are the same rhythm of eternal life J • 96

94

In the fourth vision the figure of Death vanishes into the

Fountain to materialize again within the fountain but
this time there is no mask, the face is that of Beatriz,
her form grown tall, majestic, vi~r8.nt with power. Her
arms are raised above her head. Her 'Whole body soars
upward. A. radiant, dancing fire, proceeding from. the
source of the fountain, floods over and envelops ~~
until her figure is like the heart ~f its flame.
Juan realizes now the meaning of true Youth -

the eternity of

God and the eternal., youth of the soul in God.

I see J Fountain Everlasting, tiJIM! without end 1
Soaring flame of the s piri t transfiguring Dea thl
All is within 1 All things dissolve, now on eternally 1 0 aspiring fire of life, sweep the dark soul.
of man 1 Let us burn in thy unity 1

o God, Fountain of Eternity, '!'hou art the All
in one, the gne in All - the Eternal Becoming lIhich
is Beauty! 9
Wha t JUan has experienced is not a miracle but the logical.
solution to his search for Youth which he has discovered in his long
years of search.

The years of his life have culminated in this sy11o-

gistic vision, which his mind has attained.

96 Ibid., p.

97 Loc. cit.
98 Loc. cit •

442.

f
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He has discovered that the Fountain, Youth, is God, that in
God we tind our eterni ty.
Tlrl.s concrete dramatization of the workings ot the mind of
Juan Ponce de Leon, by means of setting,

~.J

and soliloquy is ex-

pressionistic, although in no other scene throughout the rest of the
entire play does 0 'Neill use anyone ot the expressionistic devices •

•

f

..
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.The Great God Brown

In The Great God Brown, Eugene O'Neill has endeavored to pro-

ject the complex: and dual natures of a great number of characters.

While

succeeding in part, he too often becomes co1l,fu.sing in both method and
•

plot.

"7

Ori ticism of the play ranges all the way from the Qst glowing

encomiums to the most bitter castigations.

one

critic praises it:

What reached a high point probtbly untouched before in American literature was the semi-mystical
presence of un1 versal values in The Great God Brown.
The objective purpose of the dramatist wasaImIiiISIiing, and his presentation of the dark and intangible
truths known subtly to every heart, was usurping its
place. Over-meaning rose like a strange new sun out
of that play. 99
Another critic describes it as "the worst play of O'Neill to date.

The

design is once more to transcend, to Go Beyond ••• But the result is
uneasily that of a )(odel-T Euripides. II 100

And another which seems to

be the most honest criticism of the play:
The Great God Brown is too overburdened with
meaning to be clear either to spectator or reader
without elucidation. We have a right to demand that
a work of art be self-contained. Dramatic art is
the richest of all arts. A dramatist ought not to
be forced to rely upon printed explanations or
synopses of scenes in order to communicate completely his ideas to an intelligent audience.

f

..
99 H. McGuire, "Beyond strange Interlude," Drama, p. 172.
100

Bernard De Voto, "Kinori ty Report, II

Sat R Lit, p.

4.

.'

The use ot masks in The G1"ea t God Brown was enlightening and baffling bYturns. The blW:T1ng ot
symbolism and reality was often tl"oublesome. 'When a
un 18 dead can you steal his mask 'Which represents
hia personality? Certainly, because he may be only
symbolisttcally dead. BUt it Dion Anthony is symbolistically dead why does Brown .f'e.p:7 the polioe?

97

Are they symbols? No. The spectator is willing
to play any game, to pretend anything the dramatist
requests in order to penetrate the my-stery ot 11£e and
the enigma ot personality. But 'lbe Great God Br01lIl
be.f'ogs the brain and then asks the traIn t'01uiictlon. 101
However, the play is not so murky as to be completely mystifying.
The story tells ot Dion .Lnthony and llilliam Br01lIl, both in love with
Margaret.

She chooses Dion, rut she never knows his real self, 1h1ch he

conceal.s behind a mask in her presence.
drinks heavily.

Torn by inner conflicts, Dion

At )(argaret's plea, Br01lIl, now a rising architect, gives

Dion a job; Dion supplies the creative, imaginative elements in Br01lIl'S
work.

Dion begins visiting a prostitute, Cybel, with whom he has a

purely platonic relationship, because she alone understands him.

He dies, .....

w.Uling his mask to Brown, who buries Dion's body in the garden and uses

the mask 'to take

substitution.

Dion'~

place with Margaret without her discovering the

But BrolDl inherits Dion's inner oonructs along with his

mask, and succumbs to them just as Dion did.

The police discover BrO'Wll'S

01lIl discarded mask, and believe that Brown has been murdered.

Brown in the beliet that he

wa~

..

They kill

an unkno\1ll accomplice of Dion' s in

murdering Brown.

101 Donald Clive Stuart, Development

2!. Dramatic

Art, p.

647.

f
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Juggling masks in a furor of melodramatic complication when Brown assumes Dion's personality,
O'Neill failed to develop a ooherent story. He paid
the penalty for trying to make a play perform the
dual functions of an ~xpressionist drama and a
Dostoyevsky novel. 10

.
.....
The confusion of method is clearly one of

the reasons for the

breakdolUl of the play, which begins in the first scene of Act Three.

Up

to this point O'Neill has employed a consisten\ and rather simple use of
expressionism.

In two of the previoUS plays the expressionism consisted

in the concretion of events through the mind of ~ individual (Brutus

Jones in the one, and Yank in the other).

In lbe Great God

terior lives of four main characters are revealed -

BrO'VlIl

the in-

two of which (Dion

and Billy) change complexly and two (Margaret and C;ybel) more or less
static and simple.

To add to the confusion, there is a strongly symbolic

element to each character, a broader problem of conflict than that between
the individuals as individuals.
He [O'Neill] has written a symbolic dramatization
of human psychology, a philosophic poem that is also
tensely dramatic. His characters are both symbols and
persons. Some of 0 'Neill's traits are obvious in '!'he
Great God Brown - his tendency to symbolize, and liIi
preference tor the elemental and abstract have been
given free rein. 103

f

E. S. Sergeant says, 1fith an irony which she never intended,
"Here the world of dreams and the world of reality are one." 104
102

John Gassner, )lasters

2!.

the Drama, p.

.'

544.

103 Thomas K. lIhipple, Modern Writers and American Life (New
York, 1928), p. 246.
-------

104 "O'Neill:

the man with a mask,"

~ Republic, p. 94.
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.'

Though the conception of this play is completely expressionistic, O'Neill does not employ all the devices of expressionism.

In plot

there is a definite attempt at logical development -- 'With a detailed
exposition, complication, crisis, climax, and.denouement
.47

which we have

seen is not characteristic of the "pile-up" plot of the expressionist.
The settings are not expressionistically conceived.

The theme is very

definitely an interior struggle, the drama of two planes, the interior
rather than the external plot -

that, in short, of the expressionist.

It is 'With expressionistic devices of presenting character dialogue and masks in particular -

that 0 '](eill 's method becomes plain.

It is only to be expected that unreal and exaggerated characters will
talk in an unreal and exaggerated fashion.

The diction in 0 'Neill is just as grandiose and
extravagant and unreal as the characters who use it.
It is a rare 0 'Neill hero who does not stop the aotion
of the play now and again to deliver a long metaphysical address on the meaning of his existence and.
it is a rare O'Neill prostitute who does not get off
some g~od things on Life and Man and Love -- in capitals.
The Great God Brown offers many good examples of
gran.ciI'Oie, pseudo-poetic diction; speeches where a
needle of thought is hidden in a haystack of verbiage. 105

I

The mask was used to make obvious to the audience the difference

.'

between the true nature of an individual and the more or less artificial
self which one presents to the world.

"O'Neill made use of masks to

105 H. G. Kemelman, "Eugene O'Neill and highbrow melodrama,"
Bookman, p. 486.

------------------------------------------------------------------~
100

r. __

.'

symbolize the real and the assumed natures of his characters." 106

The

leading characters use masks as a defense mechanism for hiding from the
world their true selves, as well
personalities.

as

to indicate changes going on in their

"They furnished O'Neill,

de~ned

to present in terms

of the theatre the inner conf'licts of the individual, a necessary experiment that resulted in the clear technique of the utterance of hidden
thoughts and emotions he later used in strange"Interlude." 107
O'lleill tells us that the mask-face represents a struggle between two personalities, that his face expresses one tendency and his mask
another.

The mask does not represent a mere exterior shell -- but one of

two vital selves.

Unfortunately, we tend to accept the real face as the

vital man, and the mask, a mere crust, rather than two equi-important
selves. 108

In fact, in the last scene we are unconvincingly asked to

accept an empty mask as a substitute for, a human being.
Since this is a play of four individuals I shall consider the'"
use of expressionism in presenting the separate individuals rather than
analyzing all four in the ordinary development of the play.
The story in main part is the realization of the inner torment
of the artist Dion Anthony, whose extreme sensitiv1 ty in a materialistic
world makes a neurotic and drunkard of him.

"His mother-fixation is on.ly
e'

106

W. P. Eaton, Drama in England, p. 336.

107 J.nita Block, The Changing World ~ Plays ~ !beatres, p. 160
108 Barrett H. Clark, European Theories

1918), p. 202.

~
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one factor in his bedevilment; he is, as his name (Dionysius St. Anthony)
imPlies, the artist who is torn between pagan sensuousness and the fleshdenying Christian conscience that he imbibed in childhood.- 109
O'Neill expatiates:

....

Dion's mask of Pan which he puts on as a boy is
not only a defens~ against the world for the supersensi tive painter-poet underneath it but also an integral part of his character as the q,tist. The world
is not only blind to the man beneath. it but also sneers
a t and condemns the Pan-mask it sees. After Dion' s
inner self retrogresses along the line of Christian
resignation until it partakes of the nature of the
Saint, while at the same time the outer Pan is slowly
transformed by his struggle with reality into Mephistopheles. It is as Mephistopheles that he falls
stricken at Brown's feet after having condemned Brown
to destruction by lfilling him his mask, it is the
Saint who kisses Brown's feet in abject contrition
and. pleads as alit tle boy to a big brother to tell
him. a prayer. 110
Dion can f'ind nothing in modern life to satisfY his spirit.
Even the best of his companions are too concerned with their small safe
aims to be aware that they are related to something larger than themselves.

Even Margaret, his future wife, is so al.armed by the sight of his real
face that he resumes his mask and vows that she will never again see him.
as he really is.
The fear of soli tude, of the isolation of self which overtakes
us even in the midst of crowds of friends, has haunted O'Neill as it

109

Gassner, ~. ~., p. 653.

110

Eleanor Flemer, American Playwrights, p. 163.

.'

,
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haunts every artist.

In

"psychological causation:

~

.'

Great God BrolDl O'Neill traces it back to

the young boy, his trust overthrown and his

sensitivity bruised, puts on a mask, an armor of selt protection.1I 111
The mask is fixed, forcing his own face -

~k,
.<n

spiritual, poetic,

passionate, supersensitive -- into the expression of a mocking, reckless,
scofting, and sensual young Pan.
The audience is to understand that it.on is playing a certain
part; he covers his face with an actual. mask made to express that part.
"These masks are nearly static:

To be sure they change as time goes on

but they change merely in the intensity of certain qualities.

Dion's

mask throughout the play is the same face, grown. more ruthless, more
bitter, or more mocking." 112
His whole personality is revealed in his first appearance on
the stage. 113

'!'he very first words are indicative of the super-realism

in every speech he utters throughout the play:

Dion. (mockingly - to the air) '!'his)n". Anthony
is my fa:tber, but he only imagines he is God the
Father. ll4
His thoughts are revealed in monologue from the very beginning.
The brief monologue in the first scene presents his ease in miniature 111

Ibid., p. 170.

112 G. ,luschutz, "Masks:

their use by O'Neill and Pirandello, n

p. 201.
113 Eugene O'Neiil, 2,2. ~., p. 310.

114

Loo. cit.
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the contradiction of spiri t and nesh, artist and saint in the same nature.
(His real face is revealed in the bright moonlight, shrinking, shy and gentle, tull of a deep sadness.)

lrw

Why am I afraid to dance, I
love music and
rhythm and grace and song and laughter? Why am I
afraid to live, I who love life and the beauty of
flesh and the 11ving colors of earth and sky and sea?
Why am I afraid of love, I who love love? Why am I .
afraid, I who am not afraid? Why mqst I pretend. to
scorn in order to pity? Why must I ~de ~elf in
self-contempt in order to under$tand? 'Why must I be
so ashamed of Df1' strength, so proud of rsr:r weakness?
Why must I live in a cage like a criminal, defying and
hating, I who love peace and friendship? 'Why was I
bom without a skin, 0 God, that I must wear armor in
order to touch or be touched. 115
When he seeks understanding in Margaret (represented by the
removal of his mask of Pan), she is .frightened and cannot understand.

He

is destined to struggle alone.
Seven years later "the mask has changed.

It is older, more

defian t and mocking, its sneer more forced and bitter, its Pan quill ty
becoming J[ephistophelean.
dissipation. n 116

It has already begun to show the ravages of

His real. self is asking ''Where are you, Savior?"

but

the mocking mask "tosses the Testament aside contemptuously.n ll7 Although
he has married Margaret he is still alone.

115 Ibid., p. .315.
ll6 Ibid., p. 320.
117 Ibid., p. .321.

He soliloquizes:

"lie communi-

f

cate in code -

when neither has the other's key l

It

.'
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and ItI love Margaretl

Her blindness surpassetb understanding l --or is it pity?" UB
Dion's real self finds understanding in Cybel (Mother Earth):
Dion.

You're lost in blind alleys
• -too
4,. ••• But you're
strong. Let.s be friends.

Cybel. And never nothing more?
Dion.

Let.s say, never anything l~ ll19

He failed to find either in his mother 120
don.t lmow who '1Jf3' wife is. It )

or Margaret (III

surcease from his loneliness.

By Act Two, Scene one, -his face is that of an ascetic, a
martyr, !'urrowed by pain and self-torture, yet lighted from within by a
spiri tual oalra and human kindliness. If 121

In the next scene the develop-

ment of his spirit is indicated by his om face which "is gentler, more
spiritual, more saint-like than ever before." 122 His final revelation
to Margaret precedes his death:
I'm lonely l I'm frightened l • •• No l I'm a man l Behold
your man - the sniveling, cringing, life-denying
Christian slave you have so nobly ignored in the
father of your sons 1 123
f

UB Ibid., p. 322.

11:9

Ibid., p. 331.

120 Ibid., p. 333.
121 Ibid., p. 335.
122 Ibid., p.

34l.

123 Ibid., p. 343.
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The ravages of conflict and approaching death are evident in
his features as Dion reveals the origin of the oonfiiot within him.

When

he had. been a child, a playmate had. spoiled a drawing he had made, so he

...

protected himself from further oruel ty by fashioning
the mask of the Bad
,.
BOY pan.

"Ib.a.t life Brown has in him is the life of Dion.

With Dian's

,

death, Brown dies -

but Dion leaves his mask to Brown who is finally

destroyed by it as Dion had been.
BrO'WIl

his mask.
self.

in the first part of the play is not masked, for he lives

He refuses to reoognize the existence of his other more vi tal

WWhen he is for oed to look at himself in the mirror which Dion

holds up to him, the real self leaps into aotive existenoe and destroys
the oarefully built manikin.
oonsoiously put on mask.

Thereafter the Brown of former years is a

124

O'Neill describes BrOlin as envious of
the oreative foroe in Dion Whioh he himself lacks.
When he steals Dion's mask of Mephistopheles he thinks
he is gaining the power to 11ve creatively while in
reali ty he is only stealing the oreative power made
self-destructive by complete frustration. This devil
of mooking doubt makes short 'Work of him. It enters
him, rending him apart, torturing him and transfiguring
him until he is even forced to wear a mask of his
Suocess, \1m. A.. Brown, before the 'World, as well as
Dian's mask toward wife and children. Thus Billy
Brown becomes not himself to anyone. j.nd thus he
partakes of Dion r s anguish - and in the end out of
this anguish his soul is born, a tortured Christian

124

G. Auschutz, OPe

~.,

p. 201.

f
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soul such as the dying Dion's, begging for relief, and
at last finding it on the lips of Cybel. 125
It is Cybel who reveals to Brown that he is dead: 126 lfhen he
puts on the mask of Dion,

BrO'Ml

.....

is born, and from now on he must wear the

mask of success.

It is at this point that consistency in the expressionistic'
use of masks bogs down -

unless we now accep\ the mask ot Dion as being

actuaJ.ly the real Brown -

a projection of his real self, which covers

Ita suffering face that is ravaged and haggard, his

O'Ml

face tortured and

distorted by the demon of Dion's mask." 127
Act Three, Scene Two, is a monologue by Brown in mch the real
Brown in conflict with Dion' s mask is projec ted audibly and visually.
fusion of the two, as indicated by the closing lines, is obscure.

The

In

the closing scene, Brown too .finds himself in the arms of Mother Earth,
Cybel.

"The earth is warm," 128 he whispers as J reciting the

our

Father as Dion had done, he dies.
The mask of Margaret shows the development of the Wife and
Mother.

She is probably the simplest of the four characters.

She wears

a mask to all but Dien's false self; she retreats :.t'rom the .fullness of his
real self but is happy in his superf'icial love.
125

Flexner,

OPe

~., p. 163.

126 Eugene O'Neill, ~. ~., p. 340.

127 Ibid., p. 357.
128 Ibid., p. 374.

She is actually incapable

f
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of understanding Dian's other selt.
After her marriage
her face is concealed behind the mask of the pretty young
matron, still hardly a WOJUll, who cultivates a naively
innocent and bravel;y 'hopef\ll a tti:t.ucje 29toward .things and
acknowledges ne) wound to the worler. "1.
The rest of the play is merely the

portr~

of this development of a

nature sU1llJled up in her outburst of ful.fillmenl' "Your're minel you're
my long-lost lover, and B1Y big boy too 1 ,,130

indulgent )lother.

and ending as the pr~ud,

"There is about her manner and voice the sad but eom-

tented feeling of one who knows her life..purpose well accomplished but is
N

at the same time a bit empty and comfortless with the final1ty of it.

She

is wrapped in a gray cloak." 131
Cybel, like J(&rgaret, is a simple character, but more intenselY'
symbolic.

It is clear that she is Understanding Mother Earth.

her IfJf1ss Earth." 132
Mother Earth." 133

Dion calls

O'KeUl describes her as "an lmIlOved idol of

Dion on his death bed bids her farewell:

Mother Earthl" 134 Brown on bis death bed says:

"Thank you,

"Bye-bye,

)(~ther."

135

129 Ibid., p. 325.

--=-.,

130 Ibod

p.

361.

1.31 ~., p. 376.

1.32
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~

Ibid., p. 330.

133 Ibid., p. 335.
134

l_______

~., p. 339.
Ibid
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Cybel 's mask is thrust upon her by society.
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The pros ti tute must

be loud and coarse and vulgar or society would lose its sense of superiorit,r
She must conform to the conventional idea.

She is an example of one who

11ves serenely her own life behind her mask,. '..JIer mask is uthe rouged and
eye-blackened countenance of the hardened prostitute." 136 She is strength;
nature understanding the complexities of the poet-saint in Man.
The method of presenting this problel of the poet-saint was
conceived expressionistically; that is, as a projection of the interior
struggles of characters.

O'Neill accomplished what he set out to do to a

certain extent despite frantic changes and exchanges of masks, and the
rather confusing psychological projections of the characters r respective
psyches.
,Aside from the methods of expressionism which reveal character
through mask and monologue, there are no other evident devices of expressionism, except that the whole work was written with a view to reveal
what the interior action of the story was, rather than any exterior
action.

The exterior action was merely a stage upon which the deeper

workings of the soul would strut the boards of life.

136 ~.,

p. 330.

,
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strange Interlude
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This play is discussed at this point, first, since it seems to
be the culmination of the psychological soliloquies wbich O'Neill used
in The Hairr Ape, The Emperor Jones, and ~ Great ~ Brown.

Secondly,

the character of :Margaret of the latter play is developed in that of Nina
Leeds in strange Interlude.

,;.
~le

George Jean Nathan calls the use of the monologue a

"beautiful thing far from the routine swamps of Broadway," 137 he is not
absolutely correct, since in all of the aforementioned plays similar experiments were going on.

It is plain to see that the audible projection

of the inner personalit,y was far from novel in the work of O'Neill.
'lhat emphasizes this technique in this particular ch-ama is that
in all the previous

dr8JDaS

the soliloquy was wedded with other character-

is tic devices of expressionism to
its subjects.

portr~

concretely the interior life of

In Strange Interlude, however, there are none of the other

characteristic devices such as the pile-up plot, plastic scenery, or
masking which we have seen 0 'Neill combining with the audible expressionf

istic technique.
Heavy and, in fact, exclusive emphasis on this one expressionistic technique gives to the entire piece an air of novelty, 1Ihich is in
truth lacking.

Though only one technique of expressionism is used the

137 G. J. Nathan, "Case of O'Neill," American :Mercury, p. 502.
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play is completely expressionistic in conception.
out on two planes of reality sionism.

.'

11.0

The play is carried

traditional to certain forms of expres-

But whether unusual or not it is true that it was the sensation

.

of its season, Dan incisive and intimately reVealing history of thirty
eventful. years in the lives of unhappy mortals seeking happiness and
satisfaction in living." 138
The ti. tle means "life, If for Nina says, Itstrange interlude J Yes,
our lives are merely strange dark interludes in the electrical display of
God the Father." 139

O'Neill has not tried to solve the mystery of life

or to paint a whole world.

He has taken four people 'When life really

begins for them; and he shows how they lived for years externally and in
their own secret selves, what they said, what they did, what they hoped.
Other dramas have done as much; but no drama except strange Interlude has
ever told us clearly what people thought as they spoke and hoped and acted.
The story concerns Nina Leeds who is mourning the death of a
lover whom the objections of her father prevented her fram marrying before
he went to the World War.

Both she and her father at least half realize
I

that his efforts had been at bottom due to a jealousy which is interpreted
in Freudian terms.

Nina, feeling that a certain failure of firmness in

138 Robert
1929), p. 71.

Burns Mantle, oontemporary

Pl~ghts (New York,

139 Eugene O'Neill, ~ Pl~, p. 681.
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herself as well as the treachery of her father has deprived her of the
normal fulfillment of life, finally agrees to marry a pleasant unimaginative suitor.

But it is soon evident that he is no substitute for the now

completely idealized lost lover, and when s~"i.earns from her husband's
mother that insanity in the mother's family makes it prudent that she
should destroy the child which she is

carr~ngl

Nina rebels against what

she regards as a second frustration and defeat.
After a time she t* es Ned Darrell as a lover, but attempts to
dismiss him after he has become the father of a son whom her husband
believes his.

Nina comes to feel that the loss of her first love in the

War meant the loss of all possibility of real happiness, and whether this
is actuaJ.ly true or whether the loss has become merely the excuse, she
now attempts to compensate for the feeling of emptiness by refusing to
let go of what she does not deeply want.
She absorbs the li vas, not only of her lover and her husband,
but also of "poor old Charlie, It the timid bachelor "uncle" who has renounced all life of his own in favor of literature and a hopeless affecf

tion 1Ihich he lavishes on Nina.
To this statement there is no real solution.

In time, the

husband dies; all passion in the relation between Nina and her lover ,
Darrell subsides; and her son, named Gordon after her first lover, fiies
away to a life of his own.

Nina, all passion spent, sinks resignedly

back upon the affection she can continue to receive from her former lover
and from "poor old Charlie."

.'
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Wi t.h a certain insight into the depths of character, and a

capacity for mirroring complex and unrelated emotions with the simplicit,y
necessary to make them glow for the audience, O'Neill proceeds to show us
how an introverted and masterful woman can

.

draw three men under her spell.

His purpose was "to explore imaginatively a chain of events in 'Which a few

.

people exhibit to us their thoughts and motives over a long period of
years."

140

He does this by representing the two planes of consciousness in
two planes of dialogue, ttthe upper dialogue, so casual, almost static, and
underneath, the infinite mobility of that complex, ever-shifting underthought."

141
There is actually little conflict in the external plot for "the

antagonist is an inner compulsion, the emotions of the characters: a
purely subjective factor."

142

It is the frustration in the life of Nina that is presented.
Although the interior lives of Marsden and Darrell are presented with the
same technique that is used to present hers, they hinge upon the inner
compulsion of Nina's Freudian frustrations.

We get an explanation or

actions and motives, and we lose the sense of bald reality; characters

140 B. H. Clark, "Eugene 0'Neill and the Guild, tf Drama, p. 171.

141 W.

Katzin, "Great God O'Neill, It

Bookman, p.

65.

142 H. McGuire, "Beyond strange Interlude, tf Drama, p. 189.
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take on a symbolic significance, each lover of Nina symbolizing, as it
were, some trait possessed by her ideal mate, to
had gone out.

~om

her whole being

.

Granted that the play is a develop!ruirlt of the subconscious, is
the play expressionistic? A. E. Philipps says:
From Medea to Nina, this never-ending reincarnation of the eternal feminine - what.is she? She is
himself. He dips into his own ingenious plethora and
believes tha.t he has expressed a woman. 'What he has
actually done is tp reveal the particular depths of
his own nature. 143
Bu t whe ther it is 0 'Neill's subconscious -- or Nina's or Marsden t s or

Darrell's, it is definitely the presentation concretely of the abstract.
In what manner is it concrete?

A dramatist cannot reveal by realistic dialogue the subconsciousness of his characters, since it is not known to them; and he can reveal
only so much as they consciously think either by the aid of skillful
actors or the device of thinking out loud.

,..

Here he falls back upon the

soliloquy, a device of language, ani has no trouble at all in making
clear to his audiences both the surface aspects and the underlying natures
of his people.
O'Neill has abandoned the use of masks which were rather confusing, but the purpose here is the same.

143
Drama, p. 174.

A. E. Philipps, "Strange Interlude and the Blah Brotherhood, n

f

We have seen in other dramas hidden motives behind.
spoken words. 1fe have tuned our ears to the Ohekhovian
silence and to the ][aeterlinckian dialogue ot the second.
degree. But in Strange Interlude each character sp~aks
his inmost thoughts in a monologue or an aside.
144

·'

.

,And this is a clear distinction that shoul.d ~e.Qmade.

The soliloquy in

strange Interlude is not so much related to the older conventions ot the

.

drama as to the stream-ot-consciousness technique ot Strindbergts expressionist

pl~

and James Joyce's Ulysses •

.And this, too, was a notable innovation since in using this device
with lucidity he was the first to "make full use in the drama of that
introspection without whic;h it would be impossible to imagine the existence

ot a large part of modern literature." 145 .
These asides were delivered "in a stylized monotone while other
characters on the stage remain immobile; has its origin in his desire to
convey more of the obscurely mixed workings of our minds on the stage than
have ever been displayed before.- 146
Each character used two different types of expression.
is the everyday speech ot human intercourse where with
we carry on the necessary business of life, curbing our
ego, adjusting ourself' to the external world. The other
is the speech revealing the true ego, whose desires and
motives must be kept hidden because of those "curbs of
civilization" lIhich Freud f'oWld everywhere thlfarting the
ego - satisfaction of' the individual. These hidden
thoughts of the characters, inaudible of' courtt to their
fellow men are meant only for the audience.
7

one

144
1937), p. 648.

Donald Olive stuart, Development of Dramatic Art (New york,
- -

145 John Gassner, Masters

~ ~ Drama (New York, 1940), p. 656.

146 Eleanor Flexnor, .&.merican Playwrights (New York,1938), p. 172.
147 Mrs.
. ta Block, ~ Changing World in Plws and 'lheatres

,
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It was as i f the outer action were for a time suspended and an
illIler action revealed.

Instead of resulting in confusion of the audiences,

this device pleased and thrilled.
dimension.

The drama seemed to take on a new

.

This technique, as we can see pta.1?nly, is expressionistic

and since the primary purpose of this thesis is to present expressionist

.

techniques in O'Neill's dramas it would be both impossible and unnecessary
to give an analysis of the use of the expressionistic soliloquy throughout
the play.

A brief example is presented here.
Perhaps the most impressive scenes in the play are the first,

in which Charlie, surrounded by his books, analyzes his renunciation of
life, and that in which Nina, seated w.i. th her husband, her lover, and
"poor old Charlie" contemplates "my three men."

Both these scenes are

static; they are concerned w.i.th being rather than with becoming.
In this last extraordinary scene O'Neill uses his technique for
expression of hidden thoughts not only with intense dramatic effectiveness but also w.i.th great insight. 1Iha.t every woman desires is perfect
mating:

to find united in one man passion, friendShip, and protection.

This consummation which Nina was convinced she would have realized in
Gordon, the dead lover, she now gathers for herself out of three men.
And out of these three male elements grows the ultimate female comple,tion:
to be the mother of a child.

AS the Second part, Act six, opens
Evans is sitting by the table at left, glancing through
a newspaper at headlines and reading an article here and
there. Nina is in the chair at center, knitting a tiny

,
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sweat,er. Jlarsden is sitting on the sofa at right, holding a book which he pretends to be looking through, but
glancing wonderingly at Evans and Nina.
l.L.8

As they are seated staring before them, Nina'S first soliloquy begins.

.

Like

actual thought, the ideas are fragmentary aiitdi'telusive and digressive.
During the course of the act the thoughts of the other characters are
presented similarly.
Nina. (thinking)
I wonder if there's a draft in the baby's room? •• maybe
I'd better close the window? •• oh, I guess it's all
right ••• he needs lots of fresh &ir ••• little Gordon •••
he does remind me of Gordon ••• something in his eyes •••
my romantic imagination? •• Ned said that ••• why hasn't
Ned ever written? •• it's better he hasn't ••• how he made
me suffer le •• but I forgive him ••• he gave me my baby•••
the baby certainly doesn't look like him ••• everyone
says he looks like Sam ••• how absurd 1••• but Sam makes a
wonderful father ••• he's become a new:man in the past
year ••• and I've helped him ••• he asks me about everything ••• 1 have a genuine respect for him now ••• I can
give myself wi. thout repulsion ••• I am making him happy
••• I've written his mother I'm making him happy ••• I
was proud to be able to ~te her that ••• how q u e e r l y .
things work outl ••• all for th~best ••• and I don't
feel wicked ••• I feel good...
9
.
This first speech reveals the relationship with Sam as spouse.
Her fidelity and respect toward him are mirrored further, "Dear Sam••• I
can.t quite believe in this self-confident business man yet ••• but I have
to admit he's proved it ••• how he's slavedl ••• for me and my baby I••• " 150
"

148 Eugene O'Neill, ~ Plays, p. 592.
149 Ibid., pp. 592-3.
150
'
Ibid., p. 594.
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In fact, her previous immunity to the goodness of Sam has so radically
been altered that she can now say with marital comfort, "Thank God for
S~l ••• l

know he's mine ••• no jealousy••• no fear ••• no pain ••• l've found

peace ••• " 151
Yet she is unwilling to give up the satisfaction of the relationship with her lover -

.

for she would still remain frustrate, a paramour

without the assuringly paternal affection of Charlie or the comforting
faithfulness of wedded love.
Her conclusion is:
Ned doesn't care for children••• l know what youtre hoping,
Ned ••• but if you think I'Dl going to take Samts baby from
him, you're mistakenl ••• or if you think I'll run away
wi th you and leave my baby•••
I couldn't find a better husband than Sam••• and I couldn't
find a bet~r lover than Ned ••• l need them both to be
happy ••• 1 2
Her need of Charlie Marsden is likellise presented to us through
her psychological musings.

She must retain his homage and still manage to

keep her relationship with Ned Darrell secret.

"I must be terribly

careful of Charlie l ••• 1t 153 and It! must win Charlie over again ••• ! don't
feel safe ••• " 154 she reiterates.

151 ~., p. 597.
152 ~., p. 609.
153 ~., p. 598.
154 ~., p. 599.

A
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She herself recognizes the filial

char~cter
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of their relation-

ship, looking upon any other as "incestuous." 155 And Charlie, in a dim
w~

....

recognizes, if he does not accept, the position in which she has

placed hiin.

;

Nina. • •• r '11 pick out a wife for you - guaranteed to
sui tl She must be at least ten years older than you,
large and matronly and placid, and a wonderful cook and
housekeeper -•
:Marsden. (sharply) Don't be stupid 1 (Thinking angrily)
She picks someone beyond the age~ ••• she never imagines
sex could enter in to it 1. • •
156
But it is in her attitude toward Ned that her feelings are made
plainest; Ned who had given her the child she was unable to have by Sam

Evans.
Nina •••• ~ 10verJ ••• oh, pain againl ••• why? •• I don't
love him now ••• be carefull ••• Charlie's staring at me •••
••• 011, Ned, lily haven't you written? •• stop ~tl •••
what a fool I arn••• Ned's dead for mel...
1~7
During this scene she is awaiting Ned's return after a period
of absence in which he has been "unfaithful" to her.
Nina. He has forgotten me ••• if he did come, he td
probably avoid me •••
Ned asked about ~ bagyJ ••• if he came back he'd come
to see his baby 1. •• l5ts
155 ~., p. 600.
156 Ibid., p. 595.
157 Ibid., p. 597.
158 Ibid., p. 599.
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And when he does come, O'Neill details for us the thoughts of both in
the moment of hesitat:lon before they are reconciled.
third man's love but only illicitly.
be

~

She 'wants this

"Ob, Ned, I do love youl ••• YOu can

loverl ••• we won't hurt Saml ••• he'll

t;~er

knowl ••• " 159

The culminat:lon of the scene is the final triumph of Nina:

me 1•••
to form one complete beautiful ma1~ desire which I
.
absorb ••• and am whole ••• they dissolve in me, their life
is my life ••• I am pregnant with the three 1•• • husband 1
••• lover 1•• • father 1•• • and the fourth man 1•• • li ttle
manl ••• little Gordon1 ••• he is mine tool ••• that makes
it perfectl•••

My three men 1••• I feel their deBir~s converge in

(With an extravagant suppressed exultance)
Why I should be the proudest woman on earthl ••• I should
be the happiest woman in the world 1
(Then suppressing an outbreak of hysterical triumphant
laughter only by a tremendous effort)
Ha-ha ••• only I better knock wood •••
(She raps with both knuckles in a fierce tattoo on the
table)
before God the Father hears my happinessl ••• 160
True, this play may be Freudian; true, it may be false in its
acceptance of animal ism; true, it may be too long and too wordy -- but
O'Neill has managed to add a new demension to the drama, the portrayal
of the inner life of human beings concretely through aUdible means.
This is expressionism.

159 Ibid., p. 609.
160 Ibid., p. 616.
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was technically a near relative of strange Interlude.

In it O'Neill uses the psychological soliloquy exactly as he had done

.

in presenting Nina Leeds, Ned Darrell, and cftii-lie Marsden.

Since this

type of soliloquy enters into the discussions of Lazarus Laughed and.
strange Interlude, it will not be considered in this section beyond indi4ca tions of where such soliloquies occur in this play.
Again the 11ves of individuals are presented on two planes by
the use of inner and external dialogue.

It was again the audibly sensible

interior life appearing parallel to the external self.
Philosophically the play was pretentious.

O'Neill announced

it as the first of three plays dealing with modern man in search o£ God,
"probing human reaction in the universal quest for a completely satisfying religious fai th." 161

In this first o£ the projected trilogy O'Neill probed into the
failure o£ science to find a meaning in life and a substitute for fai til
in a personal God and a personal immortality.
f

He shows how the £ai th of an adolescent boy in the Protestant
God of his fathers is shattered at the same moment o£ emotional upheaval
in which he loses his fal th in his adored mother and in the girl whom.he
invested with all his erotic idealism.

The groping boy soon finds in

161 .Anita Block, The Changing World in Plays and Theatres, p. 71.

l2l
the Dynamo a substitute for the Protestant God of his fathers who has betrayed him.

He now worships the purring, powerful dynamo as an idol.

In

order to prove to his Dynamo-God that he will never fail it, Reuben ldlls
the girl with whom he is in love.

Maddened;,):>); remorse and pleading for

release for his tortured spirit, he throws his arms about the dynamo and
meets death at the hands of his new God.
Science has no answer for man seekint to solve the riddle of
life and can only bring spiritual destruction.

This is again the

presentation of an inner struggle, as is the case in all expressionistic
plays.

However, it is not only in theme and conception that the drama

is expressionistic.

The characters, particularly Reuben Light, the hero,

are abstractions demonstrating on a stage the search of man for God.
The theme, conception, and method (abstracts presented by projection of the interior in soliloquy), are expressionistic.

Beyond these

three elements, Wlich are si.mi.lar to those of strange Interlude, there is ,,.,.
a hint at the use of plastic scenery, a distortion through the mlnd of
Reuben Light.

This is notable in only one setting, that of the Dynamo
I

itself.
To Reuben, the Dynamo "has come to seem the altar of the god
Electricity." 162

This mental cast impresses itself visibly upon the

,

concrete stage structure of the Dynamo, which is described as "huge and

162 Joseph Wood K;r:-utch, American Drama since 1918; p. 89.
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black, 'With something of a massive female idol about it, the exciter set
on the main structure like a head with blank, oblong eyes above a gross,
rounded torso." 163

Directions for stage design are further detailed

in Act three, Scene two:
The oil s'Wi tches, with their spindly steel legs, their
square criss-crossed steel bodies (the containers inside
looking like bellies), their six arms stretching upward,
seem like queer ~ndu idols torture~to scientific
supplications. 104
This distortion of setting to mold itself into the mental state of the
protagonist is the most expressionistic device in the entire play.

Even

that, of course, is not as clearly expressionistic as the sets for The
Hairy Ape.
This drama, like strange :rnterlude, is a combination of
realism, symbolism, and expressionism.

It 'Would be impossible, as in

Strange :rnterlude, to determine the exact qWiUltity and quality of the
devices of each mode employed in this play, but it is plain that its
conception and theme are common to many expressionists.
the psychological soliloquies 165

The use of

and the plastic scenery of the

Dynamo set are definitely expressionistic.

163 .!!!! Plays of Eugene q'Neill, p. 473.
164 Ibid., p. 483.
165 Ibid., ending of Act two, Scene two, pp. 471-2; all of
Act two, scene"'""fliree, pp. 473-5; Act three, Scene one, pp. 476-7; all
of the last scene, pp. 486-9.
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~zarus

Laughed
Is Lazarus Laughed s;ymbolism or expressionism?

Since, as I have

frequently stated, O'Neill's reason for use of any particular mode is
merely better to express his idea and nottio '4tiemonstrate the use of that
mode, he often mingles elements of realism, symbolism, and expressionism
in the same drama.

.

Lazarus Laughed is such a drama •

The pene tra tion of the surface in this play is, however, more
than a mere creation of a mood (which basically is the method of
symbolism).

It is the projection (by use of masks, stylization of acting

through chorus, and super-realism of dialogue and soliloquy) of an abstract thesis upon the stage in sensible terms.

This might be considered

as expressionism-with-a-difference.
So far we have considered expressionism as it is used to
(~

present the mind of an individual (Jones and Yank) or of individuals
Great

~

wright -

Brown).

In this drama we have plainly the mind of the play-

characters are the concretion of what he has in his mind.

....

It

is plainly a schematic presentation of a problem in abstraction that has
occurred to the mind of O'Neill.

WWe are in a spiritual world of ab-

stract ideas personified by human beings, light, form, color, and
sound." 166

166 Donald Clive Stuart, Development of Dramatic Art

1937), p. 649.

(New york,

.'

What is this problem?

That of life and death and hereafter.

HoW does O'Neill solve the problem?
thesis is:

He does not.

Death. is deadl Fear no more l

only laughter l

124.

The conclusion of the

There is only life l

There is

Such is the message that L~a.us brings back from the

grave and tries to teach men -

but men forget.

.

It is difficult to believe that O'Neill could spend the time
and energy that this play must have required and be insincere in his
thesis.

But the conclusion must be that, despite his frequent repetitions

of "Laugh,n
laugh.

it is difficult to see about what his followers have to

Enthusiasts try to see the Christian belief in future existence,

but such a belief is entirely lacking -

it is a false, naturalistic

hereafter he describes.
It cannot be the Christian belief in personal immortality.

The

resurrection of Lazarus would give ground for such a view were it not
obvious that O'Neill has taken over the Christian history merely as a
starting point for his non-christian allegory_

It is non-Christian in

its concept of immortality; it is non-Christian in its morality.
hero is not humble, but arrogant.

The

For him, men are not evil until they

are redeemed by the grace of God, but they are innately good and are
perverted simply by fear (a variation on Rousseau, who thought that

~n

were innately good and were perverted simply by social laws and restraints).
Lazarus thus incites men, not to love one another because they are
children of God, but to love passionately and instinctively.

To be freed

I
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from the fear of death means for those who come under Lazarus t spell to
go mad. with delight in death.

(To the Christian it means living on

earth according to the Golden Rule, to suffer in meekness and to forgive
evil.)

Lazarus makes people laugh 'With e:xUiL l;;ation at the prospect of

personal annihilation.

He cries:

once as the squirming specks we crept from the
tides of the sea 1 ()D.ce as quiverin, flecks of rhythm
we beat down the sun. Now we reenter the sunl Cast
aside is out pitiable pretense, our immortal egohood,
the holy lantern behind W~Ch cringed our Fear of the
Dark ••••We will to die 1 1 7
O'Neill here tries to pull himself out of humanity by
rhapsodizing over the fact that physically we are a part of evolutionary
nature.

It must be intoxication of some sort or another to roar with

glee at the necessi ty of abandoning all hope of immortal! ty beyond. the
immortality of the electrons that we are composed of.
Physically we are made of stardust, which will go on dancing
eternally.

Apparently we should be delighted at the prospect of dis-

solving our living complexity back into it.

But whether or not this

thesis be 1rue, his development is expressionistic.

lI)(asks and crowds

are employed to show us the message of Lazarus to the world.

There is

no blurring of the spirt tual with the real because there is no touch of
realism in the whole drama." 168

167 Eugene O'Neill, Nine Plays, p. 432.
168 Donald Clive stuart, Ope ~., p. 647.

~

We see that, as in

Great

~

.'
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Brown, the chief expressionis-

tic devices are the masks, stylization of action, and psychosic-dialogue.

-

As in The Emperor Jones and The Hairy Ape (unlike The Great God Brown),

-

-

-

"---

"there is little pretense of dramatic struc"iu1e,; each episode is detached,
except for the unifying thread of the prophet martyr's gospel, and the
progression towards tragedy (or triumph). tt 169

•

This plot structure and

scene arrangement is characteristic of most expressionistic dramas,; for
example, The Emperor Jones and

~

Hairy Ape.

The setting is not noticeably expressionistic, except for some
startling directions such as, "It is a clear, bright night, the sky
sparkling with stars;1t 170

the indication in Scene Two of Act

silhouetted dancers, "Whirling swiftly by the windows,;" 171
"thick and oppressive." 172

one

of

a night

'lhese demands for mood translated into

concrete stage design are typical of the feats often required by dramatists
using expressionistic techniques which depend heavily upon such settings.

....

,

Though 0 'Neill did not go into detailed description of distorted
setting, it is difficult to see how the unrealistic, DDlch be-masked
characters could be conceived of in any other.

It is the highly specializ-

ed masking of his choruses, crowds, and main characters that decide the

169 Eleanor Flexnor, American Playwrights (New York, 1938),p.169.
170 Eugene O'Neill,
171 -2:-,...,
!bOd p. 390 •
112 !bid., p. 420.

OPe

~., p. 389.

f
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success or failure of the presentation of O'Neill's ideas in this play.

only Lazarus is unmasked, and he is thus shown "visibly free trom the
illusions of Mortality." 113 Every other chara~ter is masked.

.

The complex

masking of the chorus is stated at the beginfti"ftg of the play:
(All of these people arfil masked in accordance with
the following scheme: There are seven periods of life
shown: Boyhood (or Girlhood), Youth, Young Manhood (or
Womanhood), Manhood (or Womanhood), 1Addle Age,
Maturi ty and Old Age; and each of these periods is represented by seven different masks of general types of
character as follows: The Simple, Ignorant; the Happy,
Eager; the Self-Tortured, Introspective; the Proud,
Self-Reliant; the Servile, Hypocritical,; the Revengeful,
Cruel; the Sorrowful, Resigned. Thus in each crowd
(this inCludes among the men the Seven Guests who are
composed of one male of each period-type as period
one -- type one, period two - type two, and so on up
to period seven - type seven) there are forty-nine
dif'ferent combinations of' period and type. Each type
has a distinct predominant color for its costumes -mich
varies in kind according to its period. The masks of'
the Chorus of Old Men are double the size of the others.
They are all seven in the Sorrowful, Resigned type of
Old Age. 174
.
O'Neill uses masks here for two reasons.

.".

The first is merely

to distinguish diversified human types and their degrees of' physical
maturity.

lb.e second, however, is one of inner revelation.

All wear

masks to hide their constant fear of death,; that is, all except Lazarus.

or as Elizabeth Sergeant says, "Here the mask enables the artist not only

113 Alan Reynolds Thompson, A,na:tomy of the Drama, p. 310.

114 Eugene O'Neill, op.

~.,

pp • .381-2.

I
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to separate but

to salvage the dual nature of man.1t 175

As the play progresses the inner and external nature of groups
is indicated by the masldngs.

For example, the inner character of

.

Lazarus t followers are presented sensibly by·t1le masks:
T.bese Followers of Lazarus, forty-nine in number,
composed about equally of both sexes, wear a mask,
that, while recognizably Jewish, is a Lazarus mask,
resembling him in its expression of 4rearless faith
in life, the mouth shaped by laughter. The Ohorus
of Followers, seven in number, all men, have identical masks of double size, as above. The Period of
all these masks is anywhere between youth and Manhood
(or Womanhood). 176
.
In Act Two, Scene

one,

the mask of the Greeks following an

equally elaborate arrangement are all of the "Proud, Self-Reliant type,
in the period of Young Manhood." 177

The new Greek followers are described similarly:
This Ohorus wears, in double size, the laughing
mask of Lazarus' followers in the same Period and
Type as in the preceding scene, except that here the
mask of each member of the Chorus has a different
racial basis - Egyptian, Syrian, oappadocian, Lydian, Phrygian, Oilician, Parthian. The followers
are costumed and masked as in the preceding scene,
seven mes in seven Periods, except that, as in the
Ohorus racially there are many nations represented. 178

175 Elizabeth Sergeant, Fire tInder the Andes, p. 102.

-

----'

176 Eugene O'Neill, ~. ~., p. 393.
177 ~., p. 406.
178 Ibid., p. 4l4.

,
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Act ~O, scene Two, presents the dual character of the Roman senate:
••• masked in the Roman mask, refined in them by
nobili ty of blood but at the same time 111th strength
de genera ted, corrupted by tyranny and debauchery to
an exhaus ted cynicism. ihe three periods of Y1ddle
Age, J(aturi ty and old Age are repJ;Ei.anted in the types
of the Self-Tortured, Introspective; Proud, Self-Reliant; the Servile, gypocritical1 the Cruel, Revengeful;
and the ReSigned, Sorrowful.
79
And itJ..e chorus of Legionaries are masked similBi"ly. 180
The most expressionistic group in the entire play is that of
the a~ crowd and chorus.

1he masks represent the most debauched and

deg~ne1ra1;;ed t1p8S in ghastly purple wigs and masks.

Plainly we see 'the

inn~r corrll.ption of the court figures.

By Act Four, even O'Neill is getting a bit bored with these

el~o~ate schemes, however,

aIl d

they are kept at a minimum (since he ob-

vio'l.l.s:J...Y resJ.ized that, even for the sake of getting across an obscure
ide~, too Jll.uch is too much).

These groups are effective since expressionistically "the
rhy~CaJ.

repetitions and syJJBll8trical groupings of the choruses mater1-

ali~e et.bi.oal sympathies and sntagonisms.

ihe theme is stated repeatedly:

the:t-e is no death. n 181
The chorus and

cro~

become more effective with the accompani-

ment of choral chanting and action. Of'ten their chanting becomes Gree'k-like

179 Ibid., p. 420.
180 Ibid., p. 429.
181 Thompson,

-OPe

cit., p. 310.

.'

in its antiphony as in the last minutes of Act one, Scene one:
Crowd:

Laugh 1 Fear is no more!
no deathl

Laugh l

1.30

There is

Chorus: Laugh 1 Laugh 1 There is only life! There is
only laughter 1 Fear is no more 1 Death is
dead!
• 'til.
Crowd:

(in rhythmic echo) Laugh 1 Laug!J.J Death is
dead 1 There is only laughter 1 162
.

Such choral effects, illustrating tq, symbolic character of the
groups, as did. the psychological soliloquies, are presented throughout the
play.

Examples are found in the chorus, 183

ers of Lazarus, 18,
guard, 187

the senate, 184

the chorus of legionaries, 186

the follow-

the chorus of the

and the crowd throughout the play.
The choruses are echoes of and cOImnents on the dialogue of the

main characters, who reiterate the three 'Words:
B\lt all this repetition begins to pall.

death, life, and laughter.

What O'Neill has lengthened out

to eight scenes might have been done effectively in one, since his repeti- ,....
tion does not pile-up but weighs down the thesis.

182 Eugene O'Neill, ~ Plays, p. 389.
183 ~., p. 402.
184 ~., p. 423.
18, ~., pp. 426-9.
186 ~., p. 431.
187 ~., pp. 442,

44,.

,
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In acting, tbe element of st:ttylization (as in every other expressionistic drama) is again noticeabl.Ue.
&

The chorus t

actio~s

are merely

number of formations and dances to ac·oocompany the imaginative dialogtle

and masks.

The stylization of both sou:wnd amt,·...ovement is evident through-

out the play.

An example is gi van here sa:

Then they again begin t.tto feel impelled by the
rhythm and laughter, their f1::f'eet mov,", their bodies
sway. Their lips quiver, t.b...JQ}eir mouths open as if to
laugh. Their Chorus of Old ~ Men are the first to be
affected. It is as if this - reactiQn were transmitted
through the Chorus to the Cr-rrowd. ltS8
And as in so many of O'NeillD. IS expressionistic plays the
grotesque again appears -- the distorti..l:;ion of motion of the nightmare world:
Apparent first in this
Chorus, a queer excitement
begins to pervade this mob.
1hey begin to weave in and
out, clasping each other's hrlllands now and then, mo'Ving
mechanioally in jerky steps
to the music in a grotesque
sort of marionette 's country'O" dance ••••
They crowd toward the ~gateway, their arms stretched out as if demanding Lazar'I.rUS for a sacrificial victim.
Meanwhile they never cease t.;t to hop up and down, to mill
around, to twist their bodies es toward and away from each 8
other in bestial parody of t;t the dance of the Followers. 1 9

......

These choral movements appeas ar again and again. 190 A.gain, their
movements take on the nightaare quali t~.;.y:

"Their dance is faltering and

188 Ibid., p. 394.
189 Ibid., p. 395.

190 ~.,pp. 398, 401-2, ~3,

414, 419, 477.
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•

slow now." 191 Even the chorus ot the Senate is required to chant
"wearily, as it under a boring compulsion." 192

These same.directions are

rei terated. 193
Thus we see the chorus masked, vQC8.l.1y choral, and stylized all indicati ve ot inn.er states.

.

These same characteristics are apparent in the portrayal ot
Miriam and Caligula, the two most significant characters besides Lazarus
himself.

Neither can laugh with Lazarus -- in tact, they are the only two

who do not tall UDder his spell.
Caligula cannot laugh with Lazarus over the death ot death, tor
Caligula would otherwise have no hope tor power as a tu ture Caesar.
says, "You have murdered my only friend, Lazarus l
my slave when I am. Caesar.

He

Death would have been

He would have been my jester and made me

laugh at tear 1" 194 Caligula is actually in living torment trom tear ot
his own lite being taken, "yet his ambition torces him to wish tor power
to wield over lite and death, even it it must jeopardize his own lite.

As

Lazarus tells him, "You delight in believing evil ot yourselt, Caligula.1t 195
f

191 ~., p. 403.
192 Ibid., p. 421.
193 Ibid., p. 423.
194

Ibid., p.

416.

195 Ibid., p. 439.
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Miriam, Lazarus' wife, cannot laugh because, as she says, tfJIy
heart remains a little dead with Lazarus in Bethany.

The miracle could

not revive all his old husband's life in my wife's heart.1t 196
knows "the torture of the fear -of death Lazarus -

And she

xIot of my death but of yours,

not the passing of your man r S body but the going away from me

of your laughter which is to me as my son, my

li ttJ.e

boy 1" 197

Even the sensual Pompeia can pi ty Miriam's inability to laugh
with Lazarus.

She says,

"Oh,

how his soothing gray words must have pecked

at the wound in your heart like doves with bloody beaks." 198

In the course of the play Lazarus becomes younger.
opening he is about fifty years of age.
years younger, in the prime of life.
thirty-five.

At the

In the second act he seems ten

In the next he now looks less than

Then progressively he seems no more than thirty, no more

than twenty-five, like a young son.

Miriam, on the other hand, ages

rapidly from the opening scene where she appears to be a woman of about
thirty-five.

Next she appears about forty, then as a woman over forty-five,

her hair gray, her shoulders bowed.
white.

196 Ibid., p. 438.
197 .2:.....,
lb" d p • 439.
198

~.,

p. 471.

In the last scene her hair is almost

.'

1.34

While Miriam t s inner self is sensible to us primarily through
mask, both stylization of acting and expressionistic soliloquies reveal
the nature of Caligula..

His mask accentuates

.

his bulging, prematurely wrinklet! torehead, his hollow
temples and his bulbous, sensual nose. His large
troubled eyes, of a glazed greenish-blue, glare out
with a shifty feverish suspicion at everyone. Below
his mask his own skin is of an anaemic transparent
pallor. Above it, his hair is the *urly blond hair of
a child of six or seven. His mouth also is childish,
the red lips soft and feminine in outline. Their
expression is spoiled, petulant and self-obsessed,
weak but domineering. In combination with the rest
of the face there is an appalling morbid significance
to his mouth. one feels that its boyish cruelty, encouraged as a manly attribute in the coarse brutality
of camps, has long ago become naively insensitive to
any human suffering but its own. 199
To represent the evil passion in him he is directed to give
Ita crazy leap in the air and begin to dance grotesquely and chant in a
thick voice." 200

He "cuts a hopping caper like some grotesque cripple

which takes him to the side of Lazarus' chariot where he squats on his
hams and, stretching out his hand, fingers Lazarus' robe inquisitively
and stares up into his face in the attitude of a chained monkey. ft 201
Added to masks and action are the closing soliloquies of
Caligula, in which he assures himself that there is death -

--=-., p. 467.

199 lb- d

200 Ibid., p.

416.

201 ~., p.

413.

and in his

,
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202
belief he has Itkilled laughter.1t In the end Lazasazarus alone is unmasked •
..
se alone need not wear a false face, hiding fear '!aT of death, for he has conquered death.

What he appears, he is.

As in~ Emperor Jones, a heroic tas~.k is assigned the actor of
1;bis part or, in fact, of any of the minor parts diS groUps.

including the choral

The presentational acting requires more 9,:"e than personal impersona-

,..

tion of a character in a play.

It demands that tt iJ:; the actor blend himself

into the spirt t of the production -- into the sceso6cenery, lighting, and
characterizations surrounding him.

Often he is gg s given merely the vaguest

outlines of action and acting; it is up to him t<XJj to fill in the portrayal.
What directions the actor is given aree'lBTe often so difficult to
carry out that it is difficult to see how anyone sne but the most extraordinary

actor could fill the role.

For example, Lazarus ao.s must say the word yes

-with a wonderful exultant acceptance in it lit 20~OSW3

ow.tivate

He is required to

a laugh
so f'ull of a complete acceptance of i l l life, a profound
assertion of joy in living, so devoid bi.d of all selfconsciousness or fear, that it is likesULke a great bird
song triumphant in depths of sky, proUlO~oud and powerful,
infectious with love, casting on the 11e listener an enthralling s pell. The crowd in the rOCJ)o'X"oom are caught
by it. 204

202 ~., p. 382.
203 ~., p. 386.
204
~., p. 388.
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On Miriam's death impossible feats of implication are asked

of the actor:
He touches one hand on her breast, as if he were
taking an oath of life on her heB.1,'t, looks upward
and laughs, his voice ringing mor~ and more w.i. th a
terrible unbearable power and beauty that beats those
in the room into an abject submissive panic. 205

.

The play is confusing, yet even without appreciating the
nuances of plot and character development, it is clear that what O'Neill
has done is to populate the stage with concretions of the abstract in
order to detail to us visually and audibly a problem in his own mind -

the

problem of fear of death overcome by a higher faith in continued existence.
To a Catholic, the intricate expressionistic paraphernalia and
myriads of theatrical devices seem wasted energy -

o'Neill,

yet, perhaps, to

and to some members of his audience, it may have been the neces-

sary step before he attained the Christian concept which appears in Days
Wi thou tEnd.

f

205

Ibid., p.

457.

.
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Days Wi thou t End
Days Without End was the last play O'Neill wrote before he went
into the long seclusion Which ended in
Iceman Cometh.

1945

with the production of ~

In Days Without End he was stil.la. interested in the effects

he could produce by the use of asides and masks.

.

This time, however, the spli t personali ty of the hero, part
skeptic, part wistful. believer, is played by two actors:
are uttered by his cynical, destructive half, Loving.

John's thoughts

His two conflict-

ing selves are shown on the stage as two separate characters.

Loving,

the God-denying self, pessimistic and destructive, invisible to the other
characters in the play, is visible to the audience and gives utterance
to the evil philosophy by means of which he is determined to prevent the
noble self, John, from realizing his "yearning" to go back to his old
Catholic fa! the
The use of two actors to represent the spli t personality of one
character did away 1'Ii th the sometimes confusing "lapses" of time of
strange Interlude, The Great

~

Brown, and Dynamo, during which the dual

personalities revealed their inner selves.
This presentation visually and audibly of such a dual personali ty is more closely expressionistic than the exclusive use of masks ••

But in this play O'Neill adds to the multiplying of character the device
of masks as well.

''For Loving t s face is a mask whose features reproduce

exactly the features of John's face -

the death mask of a John who has

f

.'

died with a sneer of scorn.ful mockery on his lips.1t 206

1.38

We see JOM Loving's inner conflict in the dialogue between
JOM and Loving.

Loving's Mephistophelian function is to reiterate, "There

is nothing -- nothing to hope for, nothing t~'~ar -- neither devils nor
gods -

nothing at alll" 207

while JOM is struggling to return to his

boyhood faith.

,..

Recourse to masks and soliloquies is correlated with the
technical device of co-ordinating the narration of a fiction story,

~ch

John says he is writing, with the actual lives of immediate characters.
This is possibly the weakest device O'Neill uses in this play since it
relies on never-ending talk to present the exposition.
fool the audience by employing it -

O'Neill does not

it is obviously artificial.

The theme from the beginning is very evidently

~

Hound

2!

Heaven in drama -- and hardly needs Father Baird's underlining of the
fact by his quoting:
Ah fondest, blindest, weakest,
I am He Whom. Thou seekest l
208
Thou dravest love from thee, who dravest Me.
The beginning of JOM' s spiritual wanderings is recounted in
third person by John Loving, who is supposedly giving an outline for the
plot of the book he is writing.

206

~ Plays of Eugene O'Neill, pp.

207 -2:...,.
!b'd J p.

495 •

208 -2:...,.,
!b'd p. 508.

493-4.
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John. He was an only child. His father was a fine
man. !he boy adored him. And he adored his mother
even more. She was a wonderful woman, a perfect type
of our old beauti.:fUl ideal of wife and mother ••••

.

John. But he was too sure in his fai the
as devout as his parents ••••

He grew up

Loving. And then when he was fifteen, all these pious
illusions of his were destroyed forever! Both his
parents were killed!

,..

John. That is, they died during a flu epidemic in
which they contracted pneumonia -- and he was left
alone - without love. First, his father died. The
boy had prayed with perfect faith that his father's
life might be spared.
Loving. But his father died! And the poor simpleton's
naive fai th was a bit shaken, and a sinful doub t concerning the Divine Love assailed him! •••
John. Then his mother, worn out by nursing his father
and by her grief, was taken ill. ,And the horrible
fear came to him that she might die, too.
Loving. It drove the young idiot into a panic of
superstitious remorse. He imagined her sickness was
a terrible warning to him, a punishment for the doubt
inspired in him by his father's death •••• So the poor
fool prayed and prayed and vowed his life to piety
and good worksl ••• He abased and humbled himself before the Cross - and, in reward for his sickening
humiliation, saw that no miracle would happen ••••
John. His mother died.
grief Loving.
God and
soul to
thought

,And, in a frenzy of insane

No 1 In his awakened pride he cursed his
denied Him, and, in revenge, promised his
the Devil - on his knees, when everyone
he was praying 1 209

209 Ibid., pp. 509-11.

f
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Father Baird has already recounted John's spiritual wanderings
from the time he was fifteen from Atheism to Sociali sm, from Socialism to
Communism, from Communism to Lao Tze, from here to Buddhism, to Greek
philosophy, to mechanism, and finally findingP ;''''haven in Elsa, his wife.
Father Baird concludes, \tHe seems to be fixed in his last religion.

I

.

hope so •••,A.h well, it's a rocky road, full of twists and blind alleys,
isn't it, Jack -

this running away from truth in order to find it?

un til the road finally turns back home."

I mean,

210

In the course of the play the failure of this last stronghold
is revealed as well.

John, having married Elsa and being devotedly in

love with her, is nevertheless led into a betrayal of that love by the
false Loving.

Elsa, hearing a confession of John's faithlessness, falls

into an illness.
After John Loving'S destructive self has brought his wife to
the point of death by a combination of his unchastity and his unconscious
death-wish, the crisis of "!;he play is reached, and the priest says to
John:

"Human science has done all it can to save her.

the hands of God now." 211

Her life is in

It is then that John, still mocked by his

doubting self, Loving, staggers to the crucifix and, after a final
struggle, proclaims that the Cross has conquered.

210 !bOd

p.

504.

211 -.!-.,
IbOd p.

559.

-2:-.'

At this, Loving

fal~s

f

dead, for with his return to Catholicism, John Loving, no longer a divided
soul, is finally at peace.
The complete play, except for the last scene, is one long wordy
exposition of John Loving's spiritual 'Wallderj;ng.,s.

It is in this last scene

that the final struggle between John Loving's soul and his evil genius is
presented most effectively.

.

We see the contention of good and evil in his soul.
Loving.

You fool 1 There is nothing but hatred 1

John.

No 1 There was love 1 The Cross 1

Loving.

The symbol of hate and derision 1

John.

No 1 Of love 1 Mercy 1 Forgive 1

Loving.
John.

I have come back to Thee 1

Loving.

Words 1 There is nothing 1
Let me believe in Thy love again 1

John.
Loving.
John.

Fool 1 Grovel on your knees 1 It is
useless 1 To pray one must believe 1

Silence 1 But behind it I hear mocking
laughter 1
0 Son of Man, I am Thou and Thou art II
Why hast Thou forsaken me? 0 Brother Who

li ved and loved and suffered and died with
us, Who knoweth the tortured hearts of men,
canst Thou not forgive - now - when I
surrender all to Thee - when I have forgiven
Thee - the love that Thou once took from me 1
John.

Ah 1 Thou hast heard me at last. Thou hast
not forsaken me 1 Thou hast always loved me 1
I am forgivenl I can forgive myself - through
Thee 1 I can believe 1
212

212 IbJ..·d., pp.

564- 5•

f
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Visually the evil in John is _ overcome when Loving stumbles from
beneath the Cross, "sags and collapses. as if from a mortal

b~ow •••• His

legs crumple under him, he slumps to hi:_s knees beside John, as if some
invisible force crushed him down." 213

.:;. ....,

He slumps forward to th.(le noor and rolls over on
his back, dead, his head ben,(leath the foot of the Cross,
his arms outnung so that hi)...s body forms another cross.
John rises from his knees an·~d stand~with arms stretched up and out, so that he, t J;oo, is like a cross. While
this is happening the light, of the dawn on the stainedglass windows swiftly rises . to a brilliant intensity of
crimson and green and gold,
as if the sun had risen. The
gray walls of the church, p~ti.cularly the wall where the
Cross is, and the face of t~e Chris t shine with this
radiance.
(J ohn Loving -- he, wh~ had. been only John -- remains
standing with his arms stret.ttched up to the Cross, an expression of mystic exaltatiooon on his face. The corpse of
Loving lies at the foot of t ..:Ithe Cross, like a cur~d
cripple IS testimonial offeriJing in a shrine.) 214
The last words of John Loving are remiIll:fUscent of Lazarus Laughed, only
this time they have an orthodox and Cat.:rtholic meaning:
lives forever 1 Death is dead 1 Ssshh 1

HI know 1 Love

Listen 1 Do you hear? Life laughs

with Godls love again 1 Life laughs wit.:rth Love 1"

215

This was the last of the triJ;:ilogy OINeill had proposed at the
beginning of Dynamo -- it is the final
Man.

Again we see the inner struggle,
213 Ibid., p.

214

--

56.
6

Loc. cit.

215 ~., p. 567.

a ttainm.ent of a personal God by
the searching of the soul projected

f
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visually and audibly before the audience -- visibly by the use of mask
and m.ul tiple personali ty, audibly by the use of the inner dialogue.
It is with expressionistic presentation of character, as in
strange Interlude, the opening scenes of Dynamc>,.., 'lhe Great ~ Brown, that
we are here interested.

It is reality of character on the double plane.

.

setting and plot development remain traditional and realistic, uncharacteristic of expressionistic method.

f

.'
CONCLUSION

.A.t the beginning of this thesis the author set out to sholl
.. 4"7

Eugene O'Neill's use of expressionism in drama.

He presented an analysis

of expressionism in the conception of the drama, in subject matter and
method, in staging and settings, and dences fir presenting character acting, masking, and dialogue.
In order to begin such an analysis it was necessary, first of
all, to define certain common dramatic terms and in particular the term.

expressionism -- showing its uniqueness in the sphere of drama.

Having

laid down a standard nth ltlich to evaluate the work of O'Neill as an
expressionist, the author proceeded in the third chapter to show the
suitability of expressionism to O'Neill's purposes and, in fact, his
actual use of it.

fhis use of expressionism extends from subject matter

,..

to me thod, including the various devices of expressionism.
In the last chapter, the author analysed the eight plays of

O'Neill that show elements of expressionism.

He corroborated his findings

in the opinions of recognized critics.
These findings, which constitute the results of the definite
research involved in the thesis, may be summarized as follows.
In all eight of the dramas there was one common element, an

element of first importance, since all of the others are derivations of
it.

This was the conception of the drama.

In each, O'Neill saw his

f

..

struggle as an internal. one, a contlict of soul or of aiDd.

!l1e stage for

this prohlea ..as, in sou cases, one soul and, in others, lI8D7 aoul.s; lRlt
al.... O'.eill ..as projecting tais inner Bcene betore the' audience &lI.dib17

In.!!'!! !aperor J01l8S, the stt:uale was between JODeS t

and visU&1.l.7.

c1T1l.ized p8raODalit7 and

hi~

race -!ter1tage; in

Tersus his atavistic teDdeDcies; in
against his iDherent ide&1.i8'JI; in

!!!!. Hairz!E!.'

!'!!! rOUDtaiD,

..

1t was Yank

it ..as PoJaoe de Leon

!!!!. Gr~t ~ ...Br_O_iWl_n,

the

strug~

inTol....d

1s the poet-sa.iDt personali t7; in Strange Interlude, the three-:relcl

lreudiara war in the pEll"sona1i t7 of H1na Leeds; in D1namo, the contl1ct ..as
rel1g:Lon Terns pagani. . iD. the soul ot Reuben Light; in Luarus Laughed,

the

de~"tb.-tear

End, Clarist
confi1cts

TerRS j07 in the liftS of all lIank1ad; and in

TerSU8 the

W88

devil in the soul of JOD LOT1Dg.

!!!l! 'I1thOllt

In nODe of these

O'lfe1ll iaterested pr1lIaril.y" in so-called aotuali

realiv, 188; actulit7, no.

v.

In

Such a conception of drama is expressiODistic.
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This expressionistic subject matter is developed in the expressionistic plot.

Such plot is based upon intensification of emotion

(called the pile-up plot), rather than the logical development of action
from exposition, through complication, and
ment.

~

Emperor Jones,

!!!! Hairy Ape,

~g

point to the denoue-

and Lazarus Laughed are the only

dramas of O'Neill which adhere to the expressionistic dicta regarding
plot.

the other five dramas are developed USUalty with heightening of

emotion, but dependent primarily upon logical development of action.
The method ot presenting the subject matter of these eight
dramas is expressionistic either in whole or in part.

This method is to

project a confiict of soul visually and audibly upon the stage before an
audience.

The Fountain does so in only one scene..; The Emperor Jones, in

all but two ot eight scenes.; and the other six dramas do so, with more or
less intensity as the case may be, throughout the entire drama.
This method gives rise to devices ot setting and character for
presenting the themes.
plastic scenery.

In setting, an expressionistic drama demands

Such scenery is called for by O'Neill in five of the

eight dramas studied in this thesis.

The six nightmare scenes in

~

Emperor Jones require plastic scenery; all of the scenes in The Hairy Ape
are seen through the eyes ot Yank (requiring plastic, or emotionalized,
scenery); all of Lazarus Laughed is expressionistic; the tenth scene of
The Fountain (the fountain as seen through the eyes of Ponce de Leon).;
and the <i1na;mo set (as seen through the eyes of Reuben Light).

The other

three dramas Strange Interlude, Days Without End, The Great God Brown

f
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can be successfully produced with representational backgrounds.
It is in the devices of characterization that the method of
expressionism is most clearly discernable.
.three:

the use of masks or stylized

These devices are principally

make-u~;,•..,the

psychological, or

interior, soliloquies; and presentational acting, stylization and nonrepresentation.
Masks are employed in five of thesi plays.

In '!he Hairy Ape

the masks visualize the characters, other than Yank, as he sees them.
Masks indicate the dual personalities of the characters in Days Without
~,

Lazarus Laughed, strange Interlude, and.!!!! Great God Brown.
Psychological soliloquies make apparent the hidden motives and

mental processes of characters in five of the plays.

1he Emperor Jones

is virtually one extended monologue voicing the mental disintegration of
Brutus Jones; Yank's soliloquies in

.!!'!! Hairy Ape

regard to his place in the scheme of life.
Dynamo, Strange Interlude, and

~

voice his confusion with

All the characters in

Great God Brown voice their secret

desires and motives by means of the soliloquy.

Lazarus Laughed employs

an emotionally heightened, poetic dialogue; but in i t-s poetic quality
it resembles the monologue, soliloquies, and dialogues previously
mentioned.

-Days Without End
- uses

.

the device of an unheard conversation

(between the two tendencies of John Loving's personality).

All of these

voices of the interior are variations of the expressionistic device for
making the mental processes audible.

,
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Presentati~nal

·'

acting is strikingly necessary in The Emperor

Jones, The Hairy Ape, and Lazarus Laughed.
extent in some of the other dramas.

It may be used to a lesser

It is characterized usually by

stylized movement and choral formations.

.. .

"';

The conclusion, as hinted in the introduction, must be that
since Eugene O'Neill is eclectic in his methods, there are many instances
of expressionistic tendencies, whether he was ctnscious of them or not,
in the eight dramas under consideration.

Naturally, since the author

was unable to present an analysis of the use of the other dramatic modes
by O'Neill and stressed only those characteristics that are expressionistic, it might appear that the objective was to prove O'Neill to be a pure
expressionist.

Such was not the purpose.

The aim was rather to show

that O'Neill has used to a great extent methods that may be called
expressionistic.
Other writers have mentioned expressionistic tendencies of
O'Neill which appeared in The Hairy Ape and The Emperor Jones, but nowhere
before has this writer found a complete analysis of expressionism in his
other plays.

1be author here has not attempted to establish a strictly

new thesis concerning the works of O'Neill, but has intensified and
added to an accepted but unproved judgment of it.

,
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